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PLEASE READ BEFORE ORDERING
TERMS:
1.
2.
3.

Items listed are priced packaged for shipment.
Please send check or money order with your order.
Shipping charges paid by the purchaser unless item is specified postpaid. Most of
our shipping done via UPS or registered mail and rather than provide continually
changing rate charts we prefer that you make a logical estimate of costs...any
overage submitted will be refunded. Very large and/or heavy items shipped freight
collect.
4. LAY-AWAY: For a 20% deposit we will hold an item for 30 days at no cost to
you...upon receipt of the final payment item will be shipped.
5. We regret not being able to ship on approval. Items listed are described as
thoroughly as possible. If our description should leave you in question please call
or write for more information.
6. We FULLY GUARANTEE all items to be as described. If you are not satisfied with a
purchase you may return it within three days of receipt and your money will be
refunded. Item must be returned in the same condition it was in when it left our
shop. Of course with regards to authenticity items are guaranteed indefinitely.
7. REQUESTING AN ITEM BY PHONE: You may call us and if the item you are
interested in is still available we will gladly hold it for you. If payment is not
received within four business days of your call item will be sold to next interested
party. Please bear in mind that most of the items are one-of-a-kind.
8. When ordering please include catalog number, item number and a brief description
of the item.
9. Maine residents please include 5.5% sales tax.
10. All orders thankfully received and promptly executed.

NOTE:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Items preceeded by * are included in a picture.
Our illustrated CATALOGS are mailed first class at a cost of $5.00
WE ARE ALWAYS BUYING NAUTICAL ANTIQUES. If you are interested in selling one
piece or your entire collection we would appreciate hearing from you.
OUR SHOP. We do not operate an off street store with regular business hours. We
would, however, more than welcome a visit from you but please call and make
arrangements. We recommend this in order to avoid a wasted trip.
Buyers must be aware of the current ivory laws in their state. We cannot ship animal
ivory items to CA, NJ or NY.
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Since publishing our last catalog we were fortunate to acquire two nice collections that were
formed in the 1970’s-80’s. Several of the items in these collections were purchased from offerings within our earliest catalogs. One collection was formed by Wayne and Jean Roper of
Milwaukee who I first met in the early 70’s while on a ferry ride back from Nantucket.
Throughout the next couple decades they shared their passion for scrimshaw and marine
antiques while continuously adding to their collection. The second grouping of items were collected by Alan Nolan of Indianapolis. I never actually met Alan but he often found items to
purchase from my early catalogs. He would always call to discuss the things he had an interest in and I always found him to be a courteous and delightful gentleman.
Throughout this catalog you will encounter several scrimshaw teeth, canes, pie crimpers,
busks, rolling pins and seam rubbers. Experienced collectors will see this as an opportunity
to choose from several nice examples within each category. We encourage new collectors to
avoid the temptation of thinking that, because there are several examples in each category,
these items might not be as scarce as they originally thought. Nothing could be further from
the truth and a trip to any antique show or auction will bear that out. If you are serious in this
field and plan to stick with it then consider this to be a golden opportunity to acquire items
that were assembled over decades by other astute scrimshaw collectors.
A word about future catalogs: Sometime down the road we will probably revamp our website
in such a manner that we can offer new acquisitions as they come available. So unless we
were to acquire a sizable collection this will likely be our last printed and mailed catalog.
*1. LARGE AND VERY RUGGED WHALEBONE SEAM RUBBER. Clearly
designed to be a functional working tool. Has a mushroom shaped top
that is very comfortable when against the palm of the hand. Center section fashioned so that the index and middle fingers can hold it firmly
while in use. 5” l. x 2”w. Each side of the top with deep cut initials “I” &
“M”. Very nicely made with most all edges softly beveled. Condition fine.
Great age color. Circa 1830-40. Roper Collection.
1095.00
SOLD
*2. INLAID SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH KNOT HANDLE. Upper 8 1/2” octagonal shaped and made using 22
alternating pieces of whale ivory, baleen and tropical wood. Large whale ivory knob with carved crown/mon-

key fist knot and four, diamond shaped, tortoise shell inlays. Upper portion of whalebone shaft also octagon
shaped with each section having a triangular shaped, tortoise shell inlay. Remainder of the shaft is plain
tapered. Protective metal tip at the bottom. Overall length 35 1/2”. Condition excellent noting a bit of typical
warping in the shaft and some worm damage in one of the baleen spacers. Nice age color and overall a quite
4950.00
handsome, 19th century, stick. Roper Collection
SOLD
*3. SUPERB EXAMPLE OF A MARINER”S TELESCOPE. Large, single draw scope signed in script by the
maker “Spencer Browning
&Co/London/Improved”. Draw tube
also beautifully engraved with a
presentation “This useful companion of my many voyages around the world/from 1849 to 1863/Presented to my friend Thomas C. Lennon
1889/R. Simonson”. Length closed 28” with the single draw tube extending it to 41”. Sliding cover for eyepiece, removable cap for objective lens and a sliding sun tube.
Tapered barrel handsomely covered with brown sail cloth that terminates at each end with large, turk’s head knot, rope decorations.
Condition excellent with optics producing clear, upright images.
The makers flourished in London as instrument makers from
1840-70. I have not researched the the names in the presentation. This is a top notch example of a spyglass
975.00
that was positively used for seafaring purposes. Roper Collection.
SOLD
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*4. LARGE INITIALED AND DATED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH carved on each
side with three separate scenes. One side with a sloop at the top, a brig in
the center and an American ship at the bottom. Inscribed with initials and
date “S.D/April 1841”. Reverse with the head of a Sperm whale at the top, a
topsail schooner in the center and an English ship at the bottom. Along
the full length of both sides are leafy vines. All fine quality engraving. 8”l. x
3”w. Condition excellent noting an old shallow chip gone from the side
with the English ship. The tip is not broken so it does not affect the other
side nor the original length of the tooth. Nice mellow age color throughout.
Roper Collection.
SOLD 7450.00
*5. SCRIMSHAW PIE CRIMPER WITH FORK. Exact piece illustrated on
page 182 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Overall length
8”. End portion made from a single, large piece of whale ivory that is nicely
carved into a
bird form that
has a large 3-tine fork representing its tail feathers. Also has other chip carved and cross hatch
details. Nice whale ivory, serrated wheel with
open carved center in a star design. Rear portion
of the handle made from wood that appears to be
maple. A whale ivory and two other dark spacers where wood and carved wheel portion join together.
Condition excellent noting just a minor but sound age crack. Nice age color. Circa 1850. From my 1976
2150.00
catalog #8. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*6. NICELY CARVED SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK. All whalebone shaft with upper portion having reed
style carving that is bordered by rings of diamond designs. Next 4” with deep checkered/knurl designs. Below

that is classic rope twist motif with added worming detail. Lower 9” plain tapered. Whale ivory handle in a
faceted shape that has all its flat surfaces inset with discs of, what I believe is, coconut shell. Overall length
SOLD
2275.00
30 1/4”. Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1840-50. Roper Collection.
*7. CASED CHRONOMETER DECK WATCH MADE FOR THE BRITISH ADMIRALTY. Mounted in a silver case
that has a London hallmark for the year 1891. Two inch diameter,
white porcelain, face with Roman numerals and markings “KENDAL
& DENT/21215” The Admiralty broad arrow appears between the
name and the serial number. Blued steel hour, minute and second
hands. Gilt finished interior with back plate having a large Admiralty
mark and fully signed in fancy script “Kendal & Dent 106
Cheapside LONDON 21215”. In its original three-tier mahogany box
with an engraved ivory disc inset into the lid with markings “H
W/KENDAL & DENT/21215”. The broad arrow appears between the
letters “H & W”. 3 5/8” x 4 1/2” x 2 1/2”. Condition very fine throughout. Runs fine.
Works immaculate. Beautiful quality as would be expected from a firm appointed as
Makers to the Admiralty.
1750.00
SOLD
*8. SCRIMSHAW PUZZLE BOX WITH TORTOISE SHELL TOP LID. Nice large size
measuring 3”l. x 1 7/8”w. x 1” thick. Exact piece illustrated pg 154 in
Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Upper part of the pivoting lid
made from tortoise and the rest of the box is whale ivory except the circular
washer that dresses the pivot pin is walrus ivory. Base nicely decorated with
incised border lines and rounded corners. Condition excellent noting a tiny old
chip missing from lid where it closes around the locking wedge. Excellent age
patina. Circa 1840. Rare scrimshaw item. From my 1979 catalog # 12. Roper
Collection.
SOLD 2100.00
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*9. POLYCHROME TOOTH ENGRAVED BOTH SIDES. Front with a
port view of an American ship. Below the vessel are two leafy decorations. Reverse with an American Eagle clutching four arrows and a
vine. Below him are two leaves done in the same style as on the
front. Above the Eagle are two American flags. All the work is of very
nice quality that is highlighted with red and bluish green coloring.
Good solid tooth measuring 4 5/8”h. x 2 1/2”w. Condition excellent.
Lovely age patina. Exact tooth illustrated both sides on page 25 in
the book “Nautical Antiques” by Ball. From my 1998 catalog #31.
SOLD
Nolan Collection.
3150.00
*10. NICELY INLAID LADIES SCRIMSHAW CANE. Delicately made
with slender, three piece, whalebone shaft that has baleen spacers where the sections
meet. The upper, square portion of the shaft is inlaid with mother of pearl triangles, abalone diamonds, 8

baleen discs and at the top 8 baleen triangles. Tapered, octagonal, whale ivory knob with raise carved ring
that is inset with 12 baleen discs. Very top of the knob with a double inlay consisting
of a mother of pearl diamond within a circular ebony disc. That is surrounded by thirteen inset ebony discs. Overall length 33”. Protective metal tip at bottom. Condition
excellent noting a typical slight warp in the shaft. Circa 1850. Very pretty example.
Roper Collection.
1895.00
SOLD
*11. LARGE WHALEBONE FID WITH INITIALS. Overall length 14 1/4”. Maximum diameter 1 1/2”. Initials
“IE” engraved into the very top. Overall condition very good noting typical few marks/scars
from use. Light, even age color. Circa 1850.
Nolan Collection.
595.00
SOLD
FreeText

*12. LARGE WHALEBONE DOUBLE BLOCK. Exact piece illustrated on page 135 in
Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. All whalebone construction including
both sheaves. Shell held together with four large, peened copper pins. 4”l. x 2 5/8”w.
x 1 3/4” thick. Condition excellent. Fine age color throughout. Circa 1840. From my
1977 catalog #9. Roper Collection.
1175.00
SOLD
*13. SINGLE DRAW SPYGLASS WITH WOOD BARREL. Signed on the draw tube “Dixey London/Improv’d Day
or Night”. Length closed 18 3/4” with the single draw tube extending it to 33 1/4”. Sliding covers for eyepiece
and objective lenses. Sliding sun tube. 2 1/2” diameter mahogany barrel with original varnish finish.
Condition very nice. Optics produce
clear, upright images. A few firms
worked around London under different
variations of the name Dixey. Without a
street address included in the signature it is difficult to pinpoint which Dixey firm made it. This scope likely
495.00
made by Edward Dixey II who flourished in London from 1805-1843. Roper Collection.
*14. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH HIGH QUALITY SHIP PORTRAITS ON BOTH SIDES. A beautifully shaped
tooth that was meticulously smoothed and prepared
for engraving. One side with a windward view of the
starboard side of a ship under sail. The sails and all
the rigging precisely executed but the water appears
to be only about 50% completed. The reverse with
another handsomely rendered starboard view of a
ship that also has incomplete water below. It
appears this was intended to be a cutting-in scene. 6” l. x 3 1/4” w. Condition superb. Fine age color throughout. Based on the quality of the workmanship if this tooth had completed water it would command more
than double our price.
2985.00
SOLD
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*15. FINE SCRIMSHAW TOOTH BY THE “BRITTANIA ENGRAVER”. A boldly engraved example by this artisan and the tooth that was Paul Vardeman’s “smoking gun” when proving that this artist was someone other
than Edward Burdett who was long thought to be the creator of all
this style work. One side with the starboard view of a topsail
schooner sailing past a cliff with two lighthouses and a small
house. Red wax highlights in the flags and cannon doors. In script
below is vessel name “H.M.S Sealark”. The reverse with a starboard
view of a frigate in heavy
seas as she makes her way
past a lighthouse. Titled
below “H.M.S. Isis”. A foliate design surrounds the tip while a saw
tooth and tornado motif borders the base. A completely solid tooth
that measures 5 1/2” l. x 2 1/4” w. Condition absolutely superb with
the beautifully smoothed and prepared
tooth having acquired a wonderful, deep age color throughout. The “Sealark” was
originally the American schooner “Fly” which was seized in 1811 by the British
and then put into service as a 10 gun schooner. On April 2, 1813 she captured the American ship “Good
Friends”. She was sold by the Royal Navy in 1820. The “Isis” was launched in 1819 but it was the early dates
of the “Sealark” that convinced Paul that this tooth couldn’t possibly have been the work of Edward Burdett.
SOLD
A beautiful and very desirable example by this important scrimshaw artist.
27,500.00
*16. SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH FIGURAL HANDLE. Exact piece illustrated on page
132 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Plain tapered whalebone shaft
with protective metal tip at the bottom. L-shaped, whale ivory handle carved into the form of a full figure, reclining nude female. Length of handle 4”. Overall length 34”. Brass band where handle joins the
shaft. Overall condition excellent. Nice age color throughout. Circa 1840. Roper Collection.SOLD 1575.00
*17. EXTREMELY RARE WHALEBONE BOOT JACK constructed from a single, large piece of whalebone.
Seldom found scrimshaw item.Well made with softly beveled edges
and a lanyard hole that is countersunk on both sides. 12 3/4” long
with a maximum width of 3 3/8”. Quite heavy. Fine condition.
Fabulous deep age patina. Has an older hand written label on reverse
with information “Bark Favorite off Cape Horn January 1857 for Capt.
Spooner”. Some of the same information is lightly engraved on the top but it is barely visible to the naked
1785.00
eye. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*18. LARGE PIERCE CARVED SCRIMSHAW PIE CRIMPER. All whale ivory construction measuring an extraodinarily large 9” long. Maximum width 2 3/8”. Front portion of
handle fully slotted and filigree carved on both sides. Rear, tail
section also elaborately filigree carved and attached using two
peened pins. 1 7/8’ diameter serrated wheel. Condition excellent
noting two small, expertly done, repairs where the wheel pins
pass through the arms. Nice age color throughout. Circa 1860. A
5875.00
very impressive jagging wheel and a top notch example of its type. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*19. PRESENTATION CANE FROM THE REBEL RAM TENNESSEE. Tapered wood shaft fitted with a small
gold knob that is finely engraved “LIEUT/Pierre Giraud/U.S.N./Augt 5th 1864/from the Rebel/RAM
TENNESSEE/PRESENTED BY/A.C.S./U.S.N.”. Overall length 35”. Protective metal tip on bottom. Condition excellent with shaft retaining its original varnish finish. The ironclad
Confederate Ram Tennessee was captured
by Farragut’s Fleet at Mobile Bay on
August 5, 1864. Immediately after her capture Tennessee was commissioned in the United
States Navy with Lt. Pierre Giraud in charge.
1850.00
SOLD
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*20. NICELY ENGRAVED WHALEBONE BUSK. Done in five distinct panels with each end depicting faces
within the sun’s rays. Two other panels having a
large monument and a urn of flowers. The center
with foliate designs surrounding an open panel.
Everything surrounded with elaborate border
designs, Engraving is highlighted with deep cut areas of carving to depict flowers and to accentuate parts of
the border. 14”l. x 1 3/4”w. Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1850. This was purchased in the late
SOLD
1395.00
1970’s from Paul Madden. Roper Collection.
*21. WHALE IVORY HAIR PIN WITH CARVED HAND. Very unusual item made from a single piece of a
whale’s tooth. Two, 3 1/2” long, pins that are capped with a
round sleeve and a partially clenched hand. Condition good
but small pieces are missing from thumb nail and fore finger.
Overall length 4 3/8”. Nice mellow age color. Circa 1850. Scarce
scrimshaw form. Roper Collection.
275.00
SOLD
*22. RARE BINNACLE TIMEPIECE BY MORRIS TOBIAS. Circa 1820. 4” diameter, white enamel dial with
Arabic numerals from 1-8. Signed “MORRIS TOBIAS/LONDON/PATENTEE”. Brass
housing fitted with a bayonet cover for access to the works. Pivoting mount that
allows it to swing in one direction. Fusee movement signed
“MORRIS TOBIAS/LONDON No. 556”. Slow/fast adjusting lever.
Foliate pierced balance bridge engraved “PATENT”. Original
dovetailed mahogany box with an ivory key escutcheon and
hinged lid with glass viewing window. 6 3/4” x 6 3/4” x 3 5/8”.
Condition very good noting just expected wear on the box and
that the inset lid lock is gone. Running fine having been recently cleaned and adjusted. In 1812 Tobias invented this type timepiece to replace the sand glass for timing the sounding of the bells on board ship. Exhibited at the
Kennebunkport Maritime Museum for over 20 years.
3750.00
*23. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH CAPTIONED PORTRAITS ON BOTH SIDES.
One side with a bust portrait of a man in military garb including medals and
epaulette. Titled below “DUKE OF WELLINGTON”. The reverse with a female portrait and caption “Princefs(sic) Charlotte”. This portrait appears to be copied
from an engraving by Frederick Christian Lewis Sr, published by Sir George
Hayter, 1816. Princess Charlotte Augusta of Wales died in 1817 during childbirth at age 21. Condition excellent. Lovely mellow age color throughout. 5 1/2”
h. x 2 5/8” w. A very pleasing scrimshaw tooth.
2375.00
*24 SCRIMSHAW ROLLING PIN. Overall length 15”. Center
rolling section looks to be either teak or walnut. Large whale
ivory handles that are nicely turned and inset on each end
with discs of abalone shell. Condition very good. The whale
ivory has acquired a wonderful deep, age yellow, patina. Circa 1850.

SOLD

1475.00

*25. RARE SCRIMSHAW KNIFE BOX INLAID ON ALL SIDES. Appears to be by the same maker as the example illustrated in the center of page 253 in Stuart Frank’s book
“Ingenious Contrivances, Curiously Carved”. Made from either teak or
mahogany with a rosewood center partition/carrying handle. Fitted with a
drawer that runs the full length of the front of the box. Inlaid on all four
sides with delicate foliate designs made from abalone and mother-ofpearl shells combined with light and dark woods. Center partition decorated with wood stringing. 15”l. x 8 1/2”w. x 5” maximum height. Turned
bone or ivory knob to pull drawer open. Condition overall very nice noting that a couple of the corner inlays may be old replacements. A fine and very attractive example of this
SOLD
2275.00
scrimshaw form. Roper Collection.
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*26. RARE SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH CAGEWORK CARVED SHAFT. Whalebone shaft carved its entire length
with varying motifs. Upper 7 1/2” done in open carved style having four pillars surrounding a separate, small,

rope twist shaft. Above and below that are deep incised lines and double diamond inlays of ebony and metal.
Next 6” section with deep flute style carving. Below that done in reed-like carving that is bordered top and
bottom with deeply incised rings. Lower 10” done in rope twist motif. Mushroom shaped, whale ivory, handle
with double diamond inlays of ebony and metal. Three metal and ebony spacers where knob and shaft join
together. Overall length 34”. Condition overall excellent noting that the shaft has typical warping that is
often found on the more delicately carved shafts. Fine age patina throughout. Very desirable form. Circa
SOLD 5800.00
1840. Roper Collection.
*27. TWO SMALL TEETH WITH AMERICAN MOTIFS. Early, primitive style
engraving over all the surfaces of both teeth. Each fitted with large silver
caps/bases on the bottoms. Front of one tooth with a church flying a large
American flag off its steeple. Reverse with open winged Eagle surrounded by
four American flags. Below him are cannon barrels and a stack of cannon balls.
Also depicted is foliage, two horse heads and a child’s face. Other tooth with an
American ship, a young boy holding a large American flag, foliage and a fort
with a large American flag and cannon. 4”h. x 1 3/4” wide. Each tooth with
sound age cracks and small old chips missing from the tips. Excellent age
color. Circa 1830-40. Very folky looking. Nolan Collection. The pair SOLD 1450.00
*28. WHALE IVORY SEAM RUBBER nicely turned from a single
piece of Sperm Whale tooth. Exact piece illustrated on page 126 in
Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Quite large size
measuring 4 1/2” l. x 2” w. Large mushroom shaped top with deep
incised lines that retain traces of red sealing wax. Baluster shaped
center portion also with deep incised lines as well as several relief
carved rings at the top and bottom. Condition excellent. Great age
patina. Appears to have never been cleaned with all surfaces retaining a coating of good honest age dirt.
SOLD
1785.00
Circa 1840. Roper Collection
*29. NICELY CARVED SCRIMSHAW CANE. Has a delicate feel to it so it was likely made for a female. Well
carved whale ivory handle done with tapered and octagonal designs. Upper half of the whalebone shaft reed

carved with a carved band at each end. Remainder of the shaft plain tapered. Ebony spacer where handle and
shaft meet. Overall length 34 1/2”. Condition excellent noting a slight age warp in the shaft. Fine age patina.
Circa 1840. Very pretty stick.
1375.00
*30. NICELY ENGRAVED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH. Large and very heavy tooth that measures 6 1/4”h. x 3”w. Front with a large scene that depicts an over the stern, port view of
a frigate at anchor. On either side of the ship are small boats with natives hailing
sailors on board the vessel. Ship flys a large flag that has no country designation.
Reverse side with a view of a mountainous south seas island with palm trees. Water
wraps around the entire tooth. Condition excellent. Light, even age color. Circa 1850.
Likely this originally was a very large tooth because the walls of its base are very thick.
5785.00
Overall a very handsome and desirable scrimshaw tooth. Nolan Collection.
*31. SMALL WHALEBONE FID with upper half octagonally shaped. Overall length 8
3/8”. Condition excellent.
Light, even, age patina.
Circa 1850. Nicely made
sailor’s tool. SOLD
275.00
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*32. WELL CARVED SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK. Whale ivory knob with rope braid style carving and the
very top with a double inlay of silver and tortoise shell. Below the handle is whale ivory section carved into a

turk’s head knot motif. That knot is surrounded by six whale ivory and tortoise shell spacers. Tapered whalebone shaft with deep incised spiral lines that go about half way down its length. Protective metal tip at the
bottom. Overall length 35”. Overall condition excellent. Circa 1850. From my 1982 catalog #16. Roper
Collection
SOLD 4250.00
*33. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH AMERICAN SHIPS. Nicely shaped tooth
engraved one side with a quality depiction of the starboard side of an
American ship that includes a full view of its stern. Reverse with the starboard view of an American ship under sail. The water wraps around the entire
base of the tooth. 5 3/4”h. x 2 1/2”w. Condition excellent. Light age color.
4750.00
Circa 1850. A very attractive, high quality, tooth. Nolan Collection.
*34. SMALL POCKET COMPASS/SUNDIAL IN A BRASS CASE. Top cover
stamped in the center with a face within the
sun that is surrounded with the inscription
“MAGNETIC TIME KEEPER & COMPASS”.
Bottom of the case stamped “D. L. SMITH’S
PATENT AUG 23 1870”. Overall diameter 1 1/2”. Printed compass card with
brass gnomon. Domed glass cover. Condition excellent. An unusual little
instrument that I had not come across in the past. Roper Collection.SOLD150.00
*35. DATED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENE. Front
with the port view of a whaleship. Above, within a leafy border, is
the date “1840”. The water wraps around to the back of the tooth
where there is a scene with four whaleboats capturing two Sperm
Whales. Above, in the center, are large fancy initials “FCM” within
foliate borders. Just above that is a small bird carrying a piece of
vine. Wrapping around the entire top of the tooth is a saw tooth
and dot design. Length 7” x 2 5/8”w. Condition excellent. Nice
even age color. Mounted on an oval shaped teak stand. A very, very
7950.00
nice tooth. From my 1988 catalog #22. Nolan Collection.
SOLD

*36. VERY RARE SCRIMSHAW PUZZLE BOX made from whale ivory. Exact piece
illustrated pg. 154 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. 2 1/2”l. x 1
3/8”w. x 1” thick. Two piece pivoting cover with top engraved with a basket of flowers that sits within a frame that borders the entire lid. Nicely made with each corner scoop shaped. Condition excellent only lacking the tiny little splayed wedge
that the lid would lock around. Excellent age color. Circa 1840. Rare with the
scrimshaw engraving. From my 1979 catalog #12. Roper Collection. SOLD 2185.00
*37. SCRIMSHAW CANE with a plain tapered whalebone shaft. Bored at the top for
a lanyard. Both ends of hole had tiny inset grommets but one now missing. Upper 3” of shaft fashioned from
whale ivory and two large rosewood spacers. Nice, deep turned, knob with incised lines and a large, engraved

oval of silver plate metal inset into top. Large, whale ivory, protective tip at the bottom. Overall length 33
3/8”. Condition excellent. Has a fabulous deep age color throughout. Circa 1840. A fine example of a somewhat simpler type scrimshaw stick.
1375.00
SOLD
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*38. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENES. I believe this to be earlier work done by the Naval
Engagement Engraver. It has all the typical characteristics of his work but the earlier work
seems to be engraved just a bit lighter. One side
of the tooth with a starboard view of a whaleship
cutting in and hoisting a large blanket of blubber. Has a house flag with the letter “B”. Off the
bow are two whaleboats and a whale. Reverse with two whaleships and four longboats chasing whales. Water
on both sides lightly polychrome colored. Nicely shaped tooth that measures 6 1/4”l. x 2 1/2”w. Condition
SOLD 6750.00
fine. Nice age color. Circa 1850. From my 1985 catalog #19. Nolan Collection.
*39. 19TH CENTURY WHALEBONE BUSK WITH CITYSCAPE. Previous collectors listed it in their notes as a
19th century depiction of Charleston, SC.
13 1/2” l. x 1 3/4” w. Entire surface meticulously engraved with a variety of buildings,
homes, churches, fences, trees, etc.
SOLD 1450.00
Condition excellent. Nice age color. Unusual subject matter. Roper collection.
*40. RARE SCRIMSHAW BLOCK MADE FROM WHALE IVORY. Exact piece illustrated on
page 134 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. All whale ivory construction
including both sheaves. Shell held together by four peened copper pins. Condition very
good noting typical age cracks where pins pass through the ivory. Has an old varnish
finish that was applied at some point in its life. 2 3/4”l. x 2”w. x 1 3/8” thick. Top edges
nicely beveled. Great patina. Circa 1840. From my 1977 catalog #9. Roper Collection.

SOLD

975.00

*41. TRIPLE BLOCK WITH WHALEBONE SHEAVES. Block itself made from a single piece of
lignum vitae wood. The three sheaves made from whalebone. 3”l. x 2”w. x 2 1/2” thick.
Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1850. A very unusual example of its type. From my
1976 catalog #8. Roper Collection.
325.00
SOLD
*42. SUPERB QUALITY BALEEN BUSK WITH A VERY EARLY DATE. Profusely
scrimshaw carved from top to bottom with wedding related information. Within and
surrounding joined hearts, a fouled anchor, crossed American flags, military motifs, ships, flowers,
a fish, compass rose and varying border designs is the following lengthy inscription: “THE
TWO/WERE/JOINED AUGUST 2 1827/HOPE/WPB+RGB/LAT 42n LONG 55w/FRIENDSHIP/IN GOD WE
HOPE/A TRIFLE/for/MY BEST FRIEND/AND/LOVE” At
the end of the inscription are the small initials “WB”.
All the work and lettering beautifully and meticulously
executed. 14”l. x 1 1/2”w. Condition nice noting engraving not bold. Purchased from Norm
Flayderman in the late 1970’s and still has his hand written label on the reverse. Wonderful subject
matter and absolutely the ultimate one could expect to find in a baleen busk. Roper Collection. SOLD 985.00
*43. INLAID SCRIMSHAW YARDSTICK. All mahogany with numerous inlays on both sides. One side having
geometric stars and
triangles done in
light and dark wood. Divided in 9” increments. Reverse with more light and dark wood designs as well as two
whale ivory hearts that have
pierced stars within them.
Whale ivory tips at each end. Condition very nice, Lovely age color throughout. Very nice example of its type.
895.00
Circa 1850. Roper Collection.
*44. RUGGED SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH A LARGE WHALE IVORY HANDLE. Overall length 34 1/2”. Tapered
teak wood shaft that is
27 1/2” l. Metal protective
tip that has a whale ivory sleeve covering it. Handle made from seven chunks of 1” diameter whale
ivory that have large baleen washers at each joint. Condition excellent. Nice age patina. Circa 1850.
SOLD
1495.00
A fine example of this type scrimshaw stick. Roper Collection.
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*45. WHALEBONE PANEL WITH WHALING SCENE. Shaped like a busk but seems far too large for that purpose. 15 1/4” long with each end arch shaped. Tapers in width from 2 1/4” wide to 1 3/4”w. Done in five panels with central seven inches depicting an active whaling scene showing
stbd view of whaleship and four of
her whaleboats engaged in sperm
whaling. Four whales shown, one
with waif flag. Red coloring in sea around the captured whales. Other panels with scenes of a monument
with flowers, a basket of flowers, chevron design and a fouled anchor surrounded by foliage. All nicely polychrome colored in red and green. Condition fine. Circa 1850. Very nice. Roper Collection.
SOLD 4500.00
*46. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH engraved one side with a full standing view of a Civil War Zouave.
He is in his distinctive uniform and holding his rifle with bayonet. Above is a bird in flight.
Areas of the engraved work highlighted with red and dark colored staining. 5 1/4”h. x 2 1/2”w.
Condition very good noting typical but sound age cracks in the bottom area. Light, even age
SOLD
890.00
color. Circa 1860-70. Interesting subject matter. Nolan Collection.
*47. CARVED EAGLE HEAD CANE MADE USING HISTORIC AMERICAN WOOD. Slender oak
shaft that is tapered and fitted at the top with a beautifully carved, Eagle
motif, handle. The upper portion of the shaft with a silver plaque that is professionally engraved “S. P. CRAFTS/The head is a piece of the Charter
Oak/The shaft a piece of the frigate United States”. Overall length 34 1/4”.
Condition excellent noting a sound hairline crack near the eagle’s neck. No wood was ever
lost or filled and it is only noticeable under the closest scrutiny. The protective metal tip at
the bottom also gone. All the wood in original
finish that has acquired a wonderful age color.
The Charter Oak refers to the name given to an
oak tree in Hartford, Connecticut within which settlers hid
their Royal Charter to prevent it from being reclaimed by the English in 1687. The tree ultimately fell during
a storm in 1856 and became a symbol of American independence. The wood was saved and
relics were made including the desk of the Governor of Connecticut. The frigate United States
was the first of the American naval frigates to be launched when it slid down the ways in
Philadelphia on May 10, 1797, nearly six months before Constitution was launched in Boston.
The United States played a significant role in the War of 1812 when, while under the command
SOLD
of Stephen Decatur, she defeated the English ship Macedonian.
2800.00
*48. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH that is nicely engraved on one side with a starboard view of a ship
under sail. 4 5/8” h. x 1 3/4” w. Condition very good noting a small old repair made to the tip
of the tooth on the side opposite the engraved scene. Excellent age color throughout. Circa
SOLD
850.00
1850. A handsome little tooth.
*49. EXQUISITELY CARVED SCRIMSHAW CANE. Heavy whalebone shaft having upper 7” done in fine checkered carving that is bordered between large, incised carved, rings. Next 7” with very ornate style of flute carv-

ing that terminates with a Turk’s head knot. Below that is 13” section of very sophisticated spiral carving
that terminates with a band of deep incised lines. Only the lower 4 1/2” is plain tapered. Large, 4” tall, whale
ivory handle in rounded shape and decorated with numerous incised lines. The unique feature of the knob is
that it has been carved out to create a loose ring that is integral and all part of the same tooth. Overall length
36”. Condition superb. Light age color. Circa 1850. I can’t emphasize enough how skilled the maker must
5275.00
have been to create something this advanced. I sold this stick in 1986. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*50. LARGE WHALEBONE FID with a lanyard hole bored through the upper end. 13 3/4”l. Maximum diameter
1 1/2”. Condition very good. Light, even age color
585.00
throughout. Circa 1850. Roper Collection.
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*51. EXTREMELY LARGE WHALEBONE DITTY BOX that has a pincushion fitted into the top of the lid. Oval shaped measuring 10”l. x 7”w. x 6 1/2” overall
height. A very unique feature about this box is that it has a divided interior
made from panbone and wood to create five separate compartments. Lower part
of the top lid and the box bottom made from pine wood. Condition overall excellent noting a stable age crack in the panbone that surrounds the lid. The pincushion fabric is not the original but is older, faded fabric that is a pleasant
dusty rose color. Circa 1840. A very impressive example of its type.
10,750.00
*52. SCRIMSHAW BOOKENDS BY WILLIAM PERRY AND ALBERT WILLIAMS. A
collaborative set made by well known New Bedford residents William Perry, born 1895 and Albert M.
Williams, born 1898. The pair of teeth are engraved by Perry with one depicting a
view of the “BARK WANDERER” and the other The “C.W. MORGAN”. Each tooth
6” h. x 3” wide at the bottom. The engraving spotted with his trademark letter
“P” in the clouds and “WP” in the water. The “Morgan” tooth also signed inside
the bottom end. The stands made by Williams from mahogany that has a half
oval bottom and arched top. The edges are meticulously decorated with a dimple
design that must have required several hours to lay out and execute. Original
varnish finish. Perry is considered a highly skilled transitional artist who started
working during the latter years of the yankee whaling industry. Examples of his
work appear in several museum collections including New Bedford, Mystic,
Nantucket and the Mariner’s Museum. Williams has work in the Nantucket collection. Overall condition
excellent. Nice pair by this highly collected artist and especially nice with the Williams association.
9,850.00
SOLD
FreeText

*53. LARGE SCRIMSHAW CARVED TOOTH. Engraved one side with a port view of a ship
under sail. The way the vessel is depicted the artist has shown a full view of the ship’s stern.
7 1/2”h. x 2 1/2”w. Condition excellent. Light, even, age patina. Circa 1850. Nice quality workmanship. From my 1981 catalog #15. Nolan Collection.
3875.00
*54. CASED EBONY AND IVORY OCTANT. Signed on the ivory nameplate “HUGHES*LONDON”. 12”l. reinforced brass index arm. Double
peep sight with pivoting sun shade. Horizon glass and three colored
glass shades. Ivory scale, vernier and notepad on the back. Stepped
storage box with painted stars, hearts, arrows and the letters “GP” on
the top lid. Inside lid retains about 70% of the trade label from 19th
century New York dealer H. Duren. Condition overall very good but “in
the black”/uncleaned. A small bit of ebony missing from the rear where
one brass leg attaches. A number of firms with the Hughes name flourished throughout London during the mid 19th century so without a street address it
is difficult to pin point exactly which one made this piece. Most likely it is either the work of Henry or
Joseph who both worked from the 1840’s to 1870’s. Roper Collection.
695.00
*55. RUGGED SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH A NICELY CARVED SHAFT. Overall length 34”. Upper 10” of the all
whalebone shaft octagonally shaped and the entire lower portion rope twist carved with added worming
detail. Nice relief carved rings separate those two sections. Protective metal tip at the bottom. Large whale

ivory knob octagonally shaped and decorated with numerous deeply incised lines. Baleen spacer where the
handle and shaft meet. Condition very good. Excellent age color throughout. Has a very early feel to it. Circa
SOLD
1875.00
1840 or earlier. Roper Collection.
*56. WHALEBONE FID with the top carved into a mushroom shape. Upper portion bored through with a lanyard strap hole. Overall length 10”. Condition very good.
Light, even age color. Circa 1850. Nolan Collection. 325.00
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*57. 19TH CENTURY SCRIMSHAW CARVED WHALE’S TOOTH with a full standing female
portrait. Boldly engraved on one side with a depiction of a female wearing a fancy dress.
5 1/2”h. x 2 1/4”w. Condition excellent. Desirable age color throughout. Very nice quality
work. Circa 1860. From the collection of Alexander O. Vietor.
1585.00
SOLD
*58. NICELY CARVED WHALE IVORY BODKIN. Exact piece illustrated on page 150 in Norm
Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Two piece construction with a baleen spacer
where the sections join together. Lower
tapered section with decorative knurl and
cove carving on upper portion. Top carved
into classic, clenched fist motif with shirt
cuff detail below. Overall length 3 3/4”. Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1850. From
SOLD
595.00
my 1976 catalog #7. Roper Collection.
*59. FINE CARVED WOOD SAILOR’S WALKING STICK. Made from a single piece of oak wood. Overall length
37 1/2”. Knob carved into a large crown/monkey fist style knot. Below the handle is a 5” section of deep,

rope twist carving. The remainder of the shaft done in a braided rope design. Protective metal tip on the bottom. Condition excellent. Original varnish finish. Nice age color throughout. From my 1981 catalog #15.
Roper Collection.
695.00
SOLD
*60. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH A SHIP PORTRAIT. A nicely shaped tooth that measures
6 5/8”h. x 2 5/8”w. Quality engraving on one side with a depiction of a port view of an
American ship under sail. Condition excellent noting a sound age crack in the bottom of the
4250.00
tooth. Nice mellow age color. Circa 1850. Nolan Collection.
*61. RARE COILED SERPENT PIE CRIMPER. Likely by the same hand as the examples illustrated on page 194 in Stuart Frank’s book
“Ingenious Contrivances, Curiously Carved”. All
whale ivory construction with a two piece handle and a nicely carved, 1 5/8” diameter, serrated wheel. Rear portion of handle wrapped with a
serpent’s tail and then open carved into a double loop that terminates with the serpent’s
head. Mouth is filled with red wax and eyes tortoise shell with a
silver pin in the center, Front portion with wheel arms and a three tine fork above. Two tortoise shell and
one whale ivory spacer where handle joins together. Overall length 7”. Condition very good noting typical
sound age cracks and warpage to center fork tine. Circa 1860. A very desirable pie crimper form. From the
SOLD
collection of Alexander O. Vietor.
8950.00
*62. NICE QUALITY BALEEN DITTY BOX with very elaborate, pierce carved, finger
straps that join the side together. Also decorated with two open carved pin-wheels.
Opposite side engraved with the port view of a sailing ship. Exact piece illustrated
twice on page 231 in Norm Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. 6 3/4”d.
x 4 1/2”h. Very top of the box fitted with panbone that is pinned to the wood that
the baleen edging is attached to. Not positive top was originally made this way but
the bone shows signs that, if not, it could be a 19th century repair because the
steel pins are crusted with rust that has stained the surrounding bone over time.
Circumference engraved with a simple border design that surrounds a star in the
1500.00
center. Condition overall quite good. Circa 1840. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*63. RELIEF CARVED WHALE TOOTH. Small tooth from the early part of the 20th century. One
side with a relief carved depiction of a Penguin that has a double disc inlay for the eye. 3 1/4”h. x
250.00
1 3/4”w. Condition excellent. Has a nice mellow age patina. Roper Collection.
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*64. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH WAR OF 1812 VESSEL. A very tall and slender tooth that
measures 7 3/4”h. x 1 7/8”w. Front with the starboard view of an American ship on blue colored
water with the caption below “THE HORNET’S ESCAPE/FROM A BRITISH/SEVENTY FOUR”.
Toward the bottom is a polychrome colored design. Reverse with a stern view of an American
ship and the name “SPLENDED”(sic). Below that is a similar polychrome design as on the front.
Condition good noting that the tooth has a side that is somewhat flat and toward the upper tip
was flattened even more and bored with two holes. There are very old chips missing from the
sides of the tip. Has a quite early feel to it and the “Splended” could refer to the ship
“Splendid” that sailed out of Edgartown circa 1835. A rather interesting tooth that was “curiSOLD
2850.00
ously carved” in many ways. Nolan Collection.
*65. NICELY MADE WHALE IVORY SEAMER. Made using three sections of Whale ivory that are
separated by two thick pieces of baleen. Very top carved
into a multi faceted design. Center portion with chamfer
and other carved designs. Rubbing section with deep
incised accent lines. 5”l. x 1 1/4”w. Condition excellent having just a
few sound age cracks. Excellent age patina. Fine example with a somewhat delicate appearance. Circa 1850. From my 1979 catalog #12. Roper Collection.
1385.00
*66. POLYCHROME COLORED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH. Entire tooth profusely
engraved with ships, vines, flowers and border designs. One side with stbd view
of a war ship flying an American flag. Below is a foliate vine that wraps around
the entire tooth. Completely wrapping around the base is a chevron design.
Above the vessel are two flowers with leaves. Reverse with another American
ship that sits above the wrap around vine and chevron designs. Everything nicely highlighted with deep red polychrome coloring. Front of the tooth with a
small triangular piece missing from the very bottom. Reverse with a larger
chunk gone from the bottom and a chip missing from that side of the tip. All
this appears to have happened in the 19th century because the damaged areas
are all age colored. Overall the tooth has a wonderful age patina. 6”h. x 2 1/8”w.
Excellent quality work and very desirable subject matter. If not for the old damage this tooth would command at least double our price. From the collection of Alexander O. Vietor and has
SOLD 3675.00
his initials, “A.O.V.”. on the inside of the bottom of the tooth.
*67. ALL WHALEBONE WALKING STICK that never was fitted with a handle. Heavy whalebone shaft with
upper 14” deeply carved in rope twist motif. Black dot inlays where carving terminates. Protective metal tip

at end. 33”l. Bored for a wrist lanyard and now fitted with old but not original rawhide. Condition excellent.
SOLD
795.00
Nice age patina. Circa 1850. Unusual but absolutely made this way. Roper Collection.
*68. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH “INDEPENDENCE”. Quality engraving on both sides with
front having symbolic female Liberty figure holding a pole that flys a large, polychrome colored, American flag. To her right is an American Eagle with a coiled serpent in its mouth. Below is caption “INDEPENDENCE”. Reverse with an elaborate
interior scene depicting a female holding a book as she reclines on a chaise
lounge. Below her is a foot stool and small dog. Along with the red and blue coloring in the flag there is some yellow in her dress and in the draperies. 5 1/2”h. x 2
3/8”w. Condition very good noting a vertical age crack on the front surface that
does not go through to the inside wall of the tooth. Reverse with a 2” age crack
that starts from the base. Very nice age color. I have come across this artist a few
times and have a pair by him in my own collection. Also an example appears on
page 116 in Frank’s “Ingenious Contrivances, Curiously Carved”. Another pair sold at Eldred’s on 7/22/11.
Also a pair was illustrated in the October 1935 issue of “Magazine Antiques with one tooth of that pair being
4975.00
sold in Barbara Johnson Sale IV. Nolan Collection.
SOLD
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*69. 19TH CENTURY SCRIMSHAW CANE with a tapered whalebone shaft that is fitted with a protective
metal tip at the bottom. Nicely fashioned curved handle made using nine sections of whale ivory
along with nine baleen spacers. Overall length 35”. Condition excellent. Light, even, age patina.
SOLD
1495.00
Circa 1850-60. Roper Collection.
*70. EARLY TOOTH WITH NANTUCKET SHIP. Profusely engraved in a very naive style of workmanship. One
side done with a view of a whaleship sailing toward a lighthouse. In the
sky area is an American flag and a long streaming banner with inscription “INDS(sic)• NANTUCKET”. Reverse with two War of 1812 naval
scenes. One with an American naval vessel in a harbor and caption
“THE HORNET BLOCKADING THE BONNE CITOYENNE”. Below that is a
smaller scene depicting two vessels
in battle with a caption below “THE PEACOCK•EPERVIER”. Along the
bottom edge is a row of houses and trees. 7”l. x 2 1/4”w. Condition good
noting a sound age crack at the bottom end of each side of the tooth.
Light, even age color. I am quite certain that the vessel portrayed is the
“Indus” that sailed out of Nantucket as a ship from1819 until being broken up in 1824. Under magnification it appears the maker realized his
spelling error and tried to unsuccessfully squeeze in the “U” to complete the vessel name. The naval scenes
were likely taken from an early publication of Bowen’s “The Naval Monument”. Nolan Collection.SOLD 3250.00
*71. BALEEN PERSUADER. Made using twisted pieces of baleen that terminate on each end with macrame
ropework that covers something heavy like metal or
stone. The flexibility of the baleen makes it a nasty little
weapon for hitting someone with just the snap of the
wrist. 12 3/4”l. Condition excellent. Circa 1860 or later. From my 1979 catalog #12. Roper Collection.
275.00
SOLD
*72. RARE FIGURAL CARVED CRIMPER IN THE FORM OF A GOOSE. Two
piece whale ivory body/handle that is full-round-carved in the image of a goose
with its head slotted to create the wheel arms. Eyes depicted using inset baleen
discs. Overall length 6”. Maximum height when standing 3 1/4”. 1 3/8” diameter
serrated wheel. Condition excellent. Light, even age color. Circa 1850.
Purchased in the late 1970’s from Paul Madden. These full carved crimpers are
5450.00
very scarce. Roper Collection.
SOlD
*73. POLYCHROME TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENE. Nice quality work by the artisan referred to as the
Naval Engagement Engraver. One side depicts the starboard view of a
whaleship cutting in a whale. In the foreground are three longboats pursuing two sperm whales. Water highlighted in red and blue. Reverse with
a large ship being towed by an early,
side-wheel, steam tug. Green, red and blue coloring. Almost solid tooth
that measures 7 1/2”l. x 2 1/4”w. Condition excellent. Has a small hole
bored through the end but it does not affect either scene. Circa 1850. A very nice example by this artist.
SOLD
7500.00
From my 1984 catalog #18. Nolan Collection.
*74. WHALE IVORY CARVING. An absolutely charming depiction of a mother seal
swimming with her baby. Both having engraved features and inset baleen eyes.
Quite small measuring only 2 1/4” long. Fine condition. Great age color throughout. Upon first thought Eskimo work comes to mind but this one being whale
ivory and quite early in appearance gives me second thoughts that it might be
whalemen work. Regardless it is just a delightful bit of carving that tugs at the
heartstrings.
385.00
SOLD
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*75. NICELY CARVED SCRIMSHAW CANE with a whale ivory knob that has unusually fancy rope knot carving. Below the handle are alternating dark wood and whale ivory spacers. Whalebone shaft boldly carved

with sections of diamond and rope twist carving that has worming detail added. Large metal protective tip at
the bottom. Overall length 35”. Condition very good noting a few sound age cracks in the upper portion.
4200.00
Circa 1850. Roper Collection
SOLD
*76. UNUSUAL SCRIMSHAW TOOTH DONE IN THE STYLE OF THE “BRITTANIA
ENGRAVER”. Narrow tooth that measures 6 1/2”l. x 1 1/2”w. One side with a vertical, over the
stern, starboard view of a ship. Other side with a starboard
view of a British brig. All the work boldly executed in a
mix of deep cut lines and intaglio style work. The brig with
red wax highlights in the British flag and on all the gun
ports. Condition very good noting there are natural flaws
in the tooth itself but they are all sound. Excellent age
color. Mounted on a 20th century walnut base. This tooth
has a very early feel to it and the workmanship is quite good. Really has the look of work
2475.00 SOLD
done by the artisan now referred to as the “Brittania Engraver”. Nolan Collection.
*77. CARVED WOOD SEAMER WITH INITIALS “WR” deeply cut into the rubbing blade.
Center portion with nicely carved, rope twist motif. Very top
with crown/monkey fist knot. Appears to be teakwood. Length 4 1/2” x 1
1/4” wide. Nice mix of age coloring throughout. Circa 1840. Lovely example
of its type. Nolan Collection
435.00
*78. LARGE SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH SOUTH SEAS WHALING SCENE. Nice broad tooth engraved one
side with an active whaling scene that includes the port view of a bark with three of her longboats engaged
in sperm whaling. In the water are three whales, two having waif flags. In
the background is the huge outcropping of rock known as Balls
Pyramid. Some red coloring around the whales and on one flag. Very
nice quality engraving. Length 7 7/8”. Maximum width 3 1/4”. Condition
very nice noting typical but sound age cracks one of which is horizontal
within the whaling scene and is a surface crack that does not pass
through to the inside of the tooth. Has acquired a wonderful deep and
desirable age color throughout. Circa 1840. A superb example of the most sought after subject matter in
SOLD
scrimshaw collecting.
20,750.00
*79. PRESENTATION WALKING STICK MADE FROM FAMOUS AMERICAN VESSELS. L-shaped ivory handle
with relief carved head of a man and engraved inscription “Jos W. Elliot U.S.N./to/Henry P. Birkinbine”.
All wood shaft is probably made from teak wood that retains its
original varnish finish. Copper sleeve that is engraved “Band
from the Rebel Ram Merrimac/Wood and Ferrule from U.S.
Frigate Congress”. The protective tip/ferrule at the bottom also copper. Overall length 34 1/2”. Condition very
good. Joseph W. Elliot, U.S.N., was Acting 3rd Assistant Engineer May 24, 1864.
1875.00
*80. SMALL TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENE. Engraved one side with
a scene depicting the starboard view of a bark cutting in a sperm
whale that floats along side its hull. Nice quality work that shows two
men holding their blubber spades. 4 3/4”l. x 1 3/4”w. Condition excel2475.00
lent. Nice age color. Circa 1840. Nolan Collection.
SOLD
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*81. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH PANORAMIC WHALING SCENE. One
side engraved with a whaling bark in the background and in the center
a British whaleship under shortened sail while four of her whaleboats
are about to capture a large Sperm Whale. Reverse with a distressed
sailing vessel in an extremely violent sea. 6 1/2”l. x 2 1/4”w. Condition
excellent. Light, even, age color. Circa 1840. A very nicely executed
whaling scene. From my 1983 catalog #17. Nolan Collection.SOLD5450.00
*82. SCRIMSHAW KNITTING NEEDLES. Exact pair illustrated on page 227 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and
Scrimshanders”. Overall length 16 1/2”. Needles made from whalebone with
their upper portion made using eight alternating sections of whale ivory and
mahogany. Tops with
mushroom and cross
hatch style carving. Condition good noting the
650.00
usual warpage that typically occurs in such thin pieces of bone. Circa 1850. Roper Collection. SOLD
*83. 56 HOUR MARINE CHRONOMETER BY MORRIS TOBIAS. 4” diameter, silvered, face fully signed Morris
Tobias/31 Minories London” Has serial number “993” within the second dial. Gold hour,
minute, second and up/down hands. Roman numerals. Back plate
of works also fully signed. Mahogany box with brass corners,
reinforcement straps, key escutcheon and top plaque. Brass carrying handles. Upper portion of box with a rectangular ivory
plaque with name “MORRIS TOBIAS/LONDON”. Lower section of
box with inset ivory disc engraved with serial number “993”. 6” x
6” x 6 3/8”. Has an outer storage box that is not as old as the
chronometer. Condition overall excellent noting the small brass
inset that surrounds the release button for the top lid is missing.
The silver face has a few typical spotted areas but nothing worth doing anything about.
Would date this at circa 1835 because serial number 289 is recorded for the year 1820.
Exhibited at the Kennebunkport Maritime Museum for over 20 years.
4450.00
*84. RELIEF CARVED WALKING STICK WITH PATRIOTIC AMERICAN MOTIFS. The entire shaft with carved
and engraved
American Eagles,
stars, musical
instruments, pocket knife, clover, acorn, a shoe, a turtle and an anchor. Top fitted with a large, mushroom
shaped, handle. Overall length 35 1/2”. Condition excellent noting the protective metal tip at the bottom is now missing. The carvings in their original
wood finish that contrasts nicely with a darkened background. An interestSOLD 1185.00
ing piece of Americana that likely dates circa 1870.
*85. POLYCHROME COLORED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH decorated on one side with a
full standing portrait of a well dressed female wearing a beautiful dress that is
highlighted throughout with red and green pigment. The reverse with scenes of
soldiers as well as a covered urn and crossed American flags. Condition good noting an old chip missing from the tip on the side with the soldiers. Excellent age
patina. The open end filled with a plaster substance and a brass sleeve that was
likely for display purposes. Easily removed if so desired. 6” h. x 2 1/2” w. 2185.00
*86. EARLY WHALEBONE PIE CRIMPER. Nice quality example of an early style
jagging wheel. Handle and wheel arms made from a single piece of bone that is
open or cagework carved in the center section. The rest of the handle also decorated with various carved
motifs. Length 7 3/4”. The serrated, whale ivory, wheel is 1 7/8”
diameter. Condition excellent. Wonderful deep age patina throughout. Circa 1840. From my 1979 catalog #12. Roper Collection. 985.00
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*87. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH PATRIOTIC MOTIFS. Profusely and somewhat primitively
engraved over its entire surface. Tip with an Eagle’s head with a banner in his beak that has
inscription “LIBERTY FOREVER”. On the front below that is another Eagle surrounded by
American flags, an anchor and crossed cannon barrels. Next is an open winged eagle with banner inscribed “E PLURIBUS UNUM”. The lower front with an elaborate banner with name
“Wallace Halsted”. The entire bottom edge of the tooth wrapped with a foliate vine. Reverse
with a rather homely portrait of a female holding a basket. Along one edge is a patriotic shield
and two geometric stars. Other edge with two, arrow-pierced, hearts and lightly engraved
inscription “For Wallace Halsted/1861”. Smallish tooth measuring 5”h. x 1 7/8”w. Condition
very good. The engraver had all the right ideas but not the skill level to execute them in a high
quality manner. The tooth does have a naive charm to it however. Nolan Collection. SOLD1485.00
*88. SIGNED AND DATED ESKIMO CRIBBAGE BOARD made from a walrus tusk. 23”l. Very
high quality scrimshaw carving with scenes on both sides and along both edges. Top bored for
cribbage scoring and engraved with an
Eskimo ice fishing, Elk pulling sleds
and a fox highlighted with red coloring.
Along the front edge are rabbits, dogs
pulling sleds and signature “TELLER
ALASKA 1903/John Octuck”. Rear edge with seven scenes depicting birds, a seal, fish, another fox and a
goose. Bottom with two walrus on ice, three seals,
a whaling scene and an Eskimo with his bow
drawn on a standing bear. Condition excellent noting there were likely three simple pegs/legs that
are now gone. Nice mellow age color. John Octuck
is listed as an early follower of “Happy Jack” in Stuart Frank’s “More Scrimshaw Artists”. From my 1994 catSOLD
alog #27. Roper Collection.
2500.00
*89. EXTREMELY LARGE AND VERY HEAVY SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK. These massive examples often
referred to as “going ashore canes” because they can easily double as a weapon should the need arise. All
whalebone shaft with upper 13” made using seven whalebone sections that are separated by eight baleen
spacers. Lower portion is plain tapered. Upper part of shaft 1 1/4” diameter. Protective metal tip at bottom.

Large, 3” tall, whale ivory knob that is octagonally shaped and inset with 12 abalone shell discs. Very top
inset with a large mother-of-pearl disc. Overall length 36”. Condition very good noting a few sound age
cracks and one small shell disc missing. Circa 1840. Roper Collection.
1685.00
SOLD
*90. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH ENGRAVED BOTH SIDES. Nicely shaped, near solid, tooth engraved
on the front with a dancing female who appears to be on a small stage with columns and
draperies. Above are diamond and cross hatch designs that are below a crown and flag that has
a cross on it. Reverse with a port view of a sailing ship flying a large flag with a cross on it.
6”h. x 2 5/8”w. Condition excellent. Artisan used light engraving technique but entire scene
very visible. Lovely age color throughout. Circa 1850.
1650.00
SOLD
*91. EAGLE-POMMEL NAVAL DIRK. Circa 1810. Brass guard with disc finials. Nice large, eagle
head, pommel with backstrap affixed to a horizontally grooved ivory handle. 13” curved steel
blade. Overall length 17 1/2”. Leather scabbard
with original mounts. Overall condition complete but well used. Blade is full but in brown finish.
Beautifully patinated ivory grips with a few old, shallow,
chips gone from the top and a sound age crack at the bottom. Has holes for a chain that went from guard to Eagle’s beak. Bottom portion of scabbard missing about
1” section of leather where bottom mount attached. American motif naval dirks are very hard to find. 875.00
SOLD
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*92. LARGE SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH A SCENE DEPICTING A SHIPWRECKED
SAILOR. Nice broad tooth measuring 3 3/4” wide x 6 3/4” h. Engraved one side with a
view of a young sailor kneeling and praying for a fallen comrade who is lying on the
ground below him. In the foreground is a section of broken mast and in the background
rocky terrain and two palm trees. Condition excellent noting a bit of ink loss but
because the tooth is quite boldly engraved it is not bothersome. Reverse of the tooth in
its natural, unpolished, state. Nice age color throughout. A tooth with a near identical
scene illustrated on page 77 in Stuart Frank’s book “Ingenious Contrivances, Curiously
Carved”. Overall a very attractive scrimshaw tooth.
4200.00
SOLD
*93. WHALEBONE BUSK engraved with floral scenes. The top and bottom panels with
large depictions of flowers that
have red color highlights. The
center with a foliate wreath that
contains illegible initials. An interesting feature is
that the entire border and floral designs have been decorated with tiny bored holes. 13 1/4” l. x 1 5/8” w.
SOLD
Condition excellent. Fine age patina. Circa 1830-40.
585.00
*94. LARGE PIE CRIMPER with an attached, three-tine, fork behind the
wheel. Two piece whale ivory handle with a rosewood spacer where joined
together. 2” diameter serrated wheel with a six-point star design pierce
carved in the center. Overall length 8”. Condition excellent. Fine age
color. Circa 1840.
1500.00
*95. PR OF 19TH C. SHIP’S CANDLE HOLDERS. All
brass construction. Original, fully gimbaled, brackets for wall mounting. Nice large size
with the 1 1/4” diameter candle tube being 9 1/2” tall. Overall height with frosted glass
domes 13”. Weighted bottom finial unscrews for candle replacement. Fitted with springs
so candle automatically pushes up as it burns. Condition excellent noting that the brass
has a deep age patina. Scarce examples of early ship’s lighting. Roper Collection.
795.00
SOLD

*96. POLYCHROME WHALING SCENE. Scrimshaw tooth by the Naval Engagement
Engraver. One side with a superb whaling scene that
shows a whaleship trying out a whale while four
longboats are engaged in sperm whaling. Nicely highlighted throughout with red and bluish green coloring. Reverse with a rescue scene
depicting heavy seas and a distressed
British vessel being followed by a British frigate. Vessel flags with red and
blue coloring and sea with bluish green highlights. Along the bottom edge is
a broadside portrait of a Sperm Whale. 6 3/8”l. x 2 1/4”w. End fitted with a silver cap. Condition very good
noting a couple of sound age cracks. Nice age color. Circa 1850. Excellent example of this artist’s work and
SOLD
7500.00
especially nice with the whale portrait. Nolan Collection.
*97. RELIC FROM THE U.S.S. CONSTITUTION. Probably started out as a walking stick that was later modified to be a riding crop. 21” long
oak wood shaft with leather band
at bottom that held two other
leather straps that are now gone. Ivory knob with mushroom shaped top and octagonal sides. Silver band
with engraved inscription “Oak from The Frigate Constitution. S. Lamfrey”. Condition excellent with wood
having original varnish finish and ivory with deep yellow patina. From one of the earlier, 19th century,
SOLD
650.00
restorations of the Constitution
*98. EARLY WHALEBONE FID. Overall length 10 3/4”. Upper
2 1/2” decorated with a variety of deeply incised lines that
form various designs. Large lanyard hole bored through near
the top. Condition very good. Excellent age color throughout. Circa 1840. Nolan Collection.
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595.00

*99. PROFUSELY ENGRAVED POLYCHROME TOOTH with one side depicting a
nicely dressed female tending flowers. She is framed by designs that are within
an arch and lunette shape. The reverse with a handsome house that has a large
bird perched on its roof. 4 7/8” h. x 2 1/8” w. Condition excellent. Nice age color.
Circa 1840.
1275.00
*100. SUPERB QUALITY SCRIMSHAW KNITTING NEEDLES. Whalebone needles

with upper part inlaid with tortoise shell diamonds and alternating baleen and wood discs. Top portion made
using 9 alternating spacers of baleen, wood and whale ivory. Whale ivory pommels that measure 1 1/2” high
and are beautifully carved with foliate, knurl, incised and ring designs all which are are capped off with
crown/monkey fist knots. Overall length 14 1/4” Condition excellent noting some typical worm damage in a
few of the baleen spacers and one small inlaid disc missing. Very minor warpage in the slender whalebone
needles. Circa 1850. It would be hard to find a better quality pair of scrimshaw knitting needles. From my
1978 catalog #11. Roper Collection.
2150.00
*101. SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH BOLDLY CARVED KNOT HANDLE. Upper 5 3/4” made from whale ivory and
two baleen spacers. Knot handsomely carved into crown/monkey-fist motif. Tapered whalebone shaft fitted

with a metal protective tip at the bottom. Overall length 37 3/4”. Condition very good noting some typical but
sound age cracks in the upper pieces. Very rugged and heavy. Great age color. Circa 1840. From my 1981
SOLD
4250.00
catalog #15. Roper collection
*102. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH FEMALE PORTRAIT. Full standing female holding a parasol
and wearing a very elaborate and formal outfit. She is framed by two foliate garlands. 6”long.
Maximum width 2”. Condition excellent. Light, even, age color. Circa 1860. Lovely
SOLD
1275.00
quality work. Nolan Collection.
*103. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH A SAILOR. Small tooth executed one side
with a nice scene depicting a British sailor. He appears to be on board ship and
has his cutlass in one hand and a large British flag in the other hand. Nicely
detailed with regard to his outfit that includes a striped blouse, large kerchief,
pants, slippers and tar hat. The base of the tooth fitted with a silver cap. 4”h. x
1 1/2”w. Condition very good noting sound age cracks at the bottom of both
sides. Light, even age color throughout. A cute little tooth with excellent
SOLD
695.00
subject matter. Nolan Collection.
*104. RARE NARWHAL SHAFT SCRIMSHAW CANE that is fitted with a large, L-shaped, walrus ivory handle
that measures 5”l and has inset black dots around the end. Upper 3 3/4” of shaft fully smoothed and
inset with numerous patterns of red and black dots. Next 20” nicely smoothed and spiral carved.
Above and below that area are carved rings that are also inlaid with black dots. Large baleen spacer
where shaft and handle join. Overall condition very good having just a slight splinter missing from one
side of the tip but still retaining its full length. Light, even, age color throughout. Overall length 35”.

Circa 1850. From my 1985 catalog #19. Roper Collection.
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SOLD

4975.00

*105. A LARGE AND VERY INTERESTING SCRIMSHAW TOOTH. One side engraved with a large port view of
an English ship at anchor. Nicely done with ship’s figurehead shown and
flags flying both fore and aft. Reverse with a large scene depicting a man
on horseback riding past a well dressed, seated man who wears a top hat.
In the background is a church and
cemetery. Along the bottom is the
inscription “An Apothecary on a
White horse rode by on his Avocations”. This scene is an accurate and
direct copy of an illustration from an 1830 publication of the poem
“The Devil’s Walk”.(copies of the illustration supplied). In the little
research I did it seems there is controversy surrounding the authorship of this poem. Some feel it was done
around 1799 by Richard Porson and others argue it was by Robert Southey and S.T. Coleridge. Overall length
8 1/4” x 2 5/8”w. Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1840. A very good scrimshaw tooth with a scene
7400.00
that deserves more research. Nolan Collection.
*106. BEAUTIFULLY CARVED SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK. All whalebone shaft with upper 9” having deep
checkered carving. Next 6” with very finely done, reed style, carving that is bordered by two, octagonal

shaped, carved bands. Next 10” section with boldly carved rope twist design. Lower 7” plain tapered. Whale
ivory knob in mushroom shape with entire top perfectly flute carved. Ebony disc inset into the very center of
the top. Length 34 1/2”. Condition superb. Nice even age color throughout. Circa 1850. A very, very nice
scrimshaw cane. Roper Collection.
5200.00
SOLD
*107. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENES BOTH SIDES. One
side with a full length scene depicting an
American whaling bark and three of her longboats engaged in sperm whaling. One boat
about to lance a captured whale while another sails over to assist. The reverse with a
starboard view of the bark as she is cutting in a whale that is fastened to the
side of her hull. 6 1/2” l. x 2 5/8” w. Condition excellent and the tooth has acquired a beautiful age color over
SOLD 14,750.00
its entire surface. Circa 1840. Very nice.
*108. SERPENT FORM PIE CRIMPER. Rear of the handle made from walrus ivory that is carved in a singleloop that terminates into a serpent’s head. Nice eye, snout and
mouth details as well as a diamond design ring just behind the
head. Balance of handle made from whale ivory that has deep
incised border designs. Five baleen and whale ivory spacers
where two handle sections join together. Finely serrated, 2” diameter, whale ivory wheel. Overall length 6 3/4”. Condition very good
but one wheel arm with an old repair that was done properly
4750.00
using a pin for strength when re-attached. Nice age color. Circa 1850. Roper Collection.
*109. EARLY SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH OPEN CARVED SHAFT. Large whale ivory knob done in a tapered
and oval shape with deep incised lines and rings around the top and where it joins the shaft. Very well

carved whalebone shaft with upper 7” completely carved out to form 8 thin, 360 degree, columns that form
the look of a bird cage. Below that is a 4” section of bold knurl carving. Next section done in reeded form
and lower carved area with classic rope twist motif with added worming detail. Only the lower 6” plain
tapered. Metal protective tip at bottom. Baleen spacer where handle and shaft join together. Length 32 1/2”.
Overall condition very good. Everything with a very deep and desirable age patina. Circa 1840. From my 1985
catalog #19. Roper Collection.
SOLD 2750.00
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*110. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH POLYCHROME BATTLE SCENE. Quite certain this work is by a different
hand than the Naval Engagement Engraver. One side with a battle scene
showing American and British ships close
together while engaged in a fierce sea battle.
Reverse with a large frigate, a bark and a pilot
schooner sailing past a lighthouse. 6 1/4”l. x
2 1/2”w. Beautiful quality and nicely polychrome colored. Condition excellent but it appears that some small chips
were smoothed out of the base possibly touching into the scenes. Very nice age patina. Circa 1840-50.
6750.00
Overall an especially good looking scrimshaw tooth. From my 1980 catalog #14. Nolan Collection.
*111. EARLY SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH THE NAME “A. LIND” beautifully engraved on the
reverse side. The front with a full standing female who wears a nice
dress and hat. Condition good but with a few small chips missing from
the tip. Tooth has acquired a very deep, dark age patina over its entire
surface. 5 1/2” h. x 2 1/2” w.
1650.00
*112. FINE 19TH CENTURY CHRONOMETER WITH ADMIRALTY MARKINGS.
The 4” diameter silvered face beautifully script engraved “Robert
Molyneux/30 Southampton Row London 2186”. Has Admiralty broad arrow
within the second dial. Blued steel hour, minute, second and up/down hands.
Domed glass bezel. Mahogany box with inset brass corners, key escutcheon and top
plaque. Brass carrying handles. Front with a small ivory disc marked “2 DAYS”. Lower
portion of the box with a larger ivory disc that is engraved with Admiralty arrow and
“MOLYNEAUX/2186”. Box size 6 1/4” x 6 1/4” x 6 3/4”. Condition overall very fine. Has an
outer storage box that is of a later vintage than the chronometer. This chronometer was
sent to the Thomas Mercer firm in 1978 for a complete overhaul and rating(certificate
supplied). The small top lid may have been replaced at that time but I’m not positive. In
his book Tony Mercer lists this exact chronometer as being made in 1841 which is probably about right
because it has Molyneaux’s auxiliary compensation balance which he patented in 1840. An important marine
chronometer that was exhibited at the Kennebunkport Maritime Museum for over 20 years.
4450.00
*113. VERY LARGE WHALEBONE SEAM RUBBER. Fashioned from a single piece of whalebone. Slightly
rounded, saddle shaped, top with center portion coffin shaped with chamfered edges. 6”l. x 1 3/4”w. Condition excellent. Light age color. Circa 1860.
A heavy and rugged working tool. Nolan Collection.
695.00
*114. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH A SHIP PORTRAIT. Rugged,
heavy tooth engraved one side with a large, port view of an
American brig. 6 1/2” tall x 2 1/2” wide. A very solid tooth. Condition excellent noting a few natural imperfections/small cavities along one edge of the tooth. Excellent age color. Circa 1840.
Nolan Collection.
3200.00
SOLD
*115. WALKING STICK WITH FIST AND SERPENT KNOB. Exact piece illustrated on page 132
in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Tapered, tropical wood, shaft with protective
metal tip at the end. Upper portion of shaft with ivory lined lanyard hole. Whale ivory handle
carved with entwined serpent that has its neck in the grasp of a clenched fist. The serpent has
been meticulously colored/stained to look like baleen. Metal, probably silver, spacer between knob and shaft.
Overall length 37”. Condition overall very good noting that the serpent’s head was broken and lost long ago.

It would have been a very small bit of carving that protruded from where the thumb and forefinger meet. This
1425.00
could be restored if so desired. Circa 1840. From my 1979 catalog # 12. Roper Collection.
SOLD
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*116. ENGRAVED TOOTH with one side depicting a portrait of a full standing man wearing a
crown and holding a sword. Captioned below “Wm the Conqueror”. The reverse with a nicely
executed view of a frigate and the vessel name “BLONDE”. 4 5/8” h. x 2 1/8” w. Condition very
good. In 1825 HMS Blonde, under the command of Lord Byron(cousin of famed poet), made
an important voyage to the Sandwich Islands/Hawaii mainly to return the bodies of their King
SOLD
and Queen who died during a trip to London.
1450.00
*117. SERPENT MOTIF CRIMPER WITH A SUPERBLY CARVED WHEEL. All whale ivory construction. Two piece handle with end delicately
carved in a single loop that terminates into a
serpent’s head with mouth and nostril details.
Eyes depicted using inset baleen pins. One side of the fore section of handle engraved with a leafy vine. Also embellished with
deeply incised border designs. Five whale ivory and baleen
spacers where the two handle sections join together. Overall
length 6 7/8”. Extremely high quality, open carved, serrated wheel with an 8-point star in the center. Overall
condition very fine. Wonderful deep age patina. Circa 1840. A very fine example if its type. From the collecSOLD
7450.00
tion of Alexander O. Vietor.
*118. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH BY THE NAVAL ENGAGEMENT ENGRAVER. One
side with a whaling scene that includes two
ships, four longboats and a Sperm Whale.
Reverse with classic depiction of War of 1812
Naval battle between the Chesapeake and
Shannon. Both scenes with red and blue
highlights. 5 1/2”l. x 2 1/4”w. There are stable age cracks on both sides and
other surface cracking that is natural to the tooth. Excellent age color
throughout. As usual very nice workmanship by this sought after artist. Nolan Collection.
4250.00
SOLD
*119. RARE, ALL WHALE IVORY, SCRIMSHAW CANE. Thick, rugged example with entire shaft constructed
using 16 large sections of whale ivory that are separated by ebony spacers. Large, tapered, whale ivory han-

dle that is octagonal shaped. Between knob and shaft are 8 alternating spacers made from pieces of wood
and whale ivory. Very top of handle inset with a large tortoise shell disc. Length 33”. Condition excellent.
SOLD 2475.00
Wonderful, deep, whale ivory patina. From my 1977 catalog #11. Roper Collection.
*120. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH AMERICAN SHIP AND SAILOR. Front carved with scene
depicting a sailor holding his tar hat and a large American flag. In the background an American
ship sails away. The reverse with a stbd view of an American brig under sail. Wrapping around
the tip is a foliate garland and two flowers. 5 1/4”h. x 1 7/8”w. Bottom fitted with a silver cap.
Condition very good noting a sound age crack at the bottom on one side. Light, even, age color.
Circa 1860. Nice quality little tooth with excellent and desirable subject matter. Nolan
Collection.
1850.00
SOLD
*121. FINE QUALITY SCRIMSHAW SEAMER. Exact piece illustrated page 126 in Flayderman’s
“Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Very nicely made
using two pieces of whale ivory that are separated
using two baleen spacers that sandwich around
another metal spacer. Top portion with a carved Turk’s
head knot. The very top with an inset baleen disc that has some
typical old worm damage. Center shaft octagonal shaped with deeply
incised decorative lines. Rubbing portion with nice carved details
on each side. 4 1/8”l. x 1 3/4”w. Condition excellent noting an expected yet sound age crack. Circa 1840.
Very, very nice. Nolan Collection.
SOLD 2250.00
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*122. POLYCHROME TOOTH WITH AMERICAN MOTIFS. Front with an over the stern, starboard view of an American ship. Flags and water with red and blue coloring. Reverse with a
large fouled anchor that is surrounded by seven large, polychrome colored, American flags.
Smallish size tooth measuring 5”h. x 1 3/4”w. Condition overall good noting sound age
cracks on both sides. Excellent age color. Circa 1850-60. A nice quality little tooth. From
SOLD
1485.00
my 1977 catalog #10. Nolan Collection.
*123. VERY LARGE SCRIMSHAW ROLLING PIN with well turned, whale ivory, ends that
measure 2 3/8”l. x 1 3/4”
maximum diameter. Overall
length 17”. Center section
made from teak wood.
Condition excellent noting a typical yet sound age crack in one end. Excellent age color on both the wood
1750.00
and whale ivory. Circa 1840. Impressive example of its type. Roper Collection.
*124. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH ENGRAVED BOTH SIDES. The front with
the starboard view of an English frigate. Above is a British shield and six
flags. Below, within a wrap around border, is the vessel name
“ACTAEON”. The reverse with a boldly engraved depiction of the coat of
arms of Peru. Above and below are banners captioned
“REPUBLICA/PERUANA”. The upper portion of the tooth with three relief
carved rings that wrap around the tooth. 5” h. x 2 1/2” w. Condition
good noting chips missing from the tip.. Light, even, age color throughout. HMS Actaeon was launched in 1831 and between 1834-1838 was off
South America while she was charting a group of islands known as the
Acteon Group.
1985.00
*125. SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH FIST HANDLE. Rosewood shaft with upper portion octagonal shaped. Whale
ivory knob nicely carved into the form of a clenched fist. Exact piece illustrated on page 132 in Flayderman’s

“Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Overall length 38”. Condition very good noting a shallow piece of wood
missing from the side of the shaft opposite the more detailed part of handle where the fingers are depicted.
Metal protective tip missing. Circa 1840. From my 1980 catalog #14. Roper Collection.
1395.00
SOLD
*126. BEAUTIFULLY TURNED WOODEN SEAM RUBBER. Shaft deeply
turned to resemble a baluster that has a rounded, mushroom shaped,
top that has two incised lines surrounding it. Made from dense lignum
vitae wood. Length 5 1/4” x 1 3/4” wide. Rubbing blade decorated on all
sides with lightly stamped scroll designs. Condition excellent.
Wonderful deep, dark, age patina. Circa 1840. A beautifully proportioned and quite appealing example if its
SOLD
450.00
type. Nolan Collection.
*127. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH SHIPS ON BOTH SIDES. Engraved one side with starboard view of a ship
sailing past a point of land that has a lighthouse and a castle on it. Off her
bow there are two small boats under sail.
Reverse also with the starboard view of a
ship under sail. Simple cross hatch border around the open end of the tooth.
Nice strong engraving with both hulls
done in the deep carved, intaglio style,
technique. 6 3/8”l. x 2 1/2”w. Condition very good noting a sound age crack on one side. Light, even, age
SOLD 4250.00
color. A nice quality tooth. Circa 1850. Nolan Collection.
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*128. LARGE WHALEBONE SEAMER with faceted knob and a tapered
octagonal shaft. Nicely made from a single piece of whalebone. 5 3/4”l. x
1 3/4”w. Condition excellent. Light, even, age color with some surface dirt.
695.00
Circa 1850. Nice example of its type. Circa 1850. Nolan Collection.
*129. EARLY SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK with a carved whalebone shaft. Large whale ivory knob carved
into turk’s head motif. Very top inset with a large mother of pearl disc. Upper section of shaft reed carved
and below that are two sections of rope twist carving. Had a protective tip at the end but it’s now gone.

Overall length 34”. Condition excellent and has acquired a wonderful deep age color throughout. For whatever reason the maker mounted the knob to the shaft slightly off center. It is definitely original and made that
2985.00
way. Circa 1840. From my 1994 catalog #27. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*130. SIGNED SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH HISTORIC SCENES. Finely engraved both sides
with rectangular shaped military scenes from the Revolution and the War of 1812. One side
with upper view being a battle scene between British and American
troops with caption below “Battle of New Orleans”. That battle took
place in January of 1815 and was the last major battle of the War of
1812. Below it is a scene depicting a man handing over his sword to
American troops. It is captioned below “Surrender of Cornwallis” which
happened at Yorktown, VA in October, 1781. Reverse of tooth with scene
showing a man on horseback descending a steep hill. Captioned below
“Putnam’s Escape at Horseneck”. That Rev War incident took place in
Connecticut(Horseneck now Greenwich) in February, 1779. Below is a
battle scene titled “Battle of Lexington” which took place in April, 1775. Along one edge
is signature “By W. H. Lyon”. Nicely shaped tooth that measures 6”h. x 3 3/8”w. Condition
excellent. Terrific age patina throughout. The artist and this tooth discussed in Frank’s
“Dictionary of Scrimshaw Artists”. It is likely that these scenes were copied from an early American history
book and with some searching someone might turn up the source from which they were copied. An interesting and very well executed scrimshaw tooth. Nolan Collection.
6750.00
SOLD
*131. SCRIMSHAW ROLLING PIN. with nicely turned,
whale ivory handles that each measure 2 1/4”l. Overall
length 12 3/4”. Dual tapered rolling section made from
teak wood. Condition overall excellent. Whale ivory has
acquired a nice, mellow, age color throughout Circa 1850. Roper Collection.

SOLD

1385.00

*132. WHALE IVORY SEAMER WITH KNOT CARVING. Carved from a single,
solid piece of whale tooth. 4”l. x 1 3/8” w. Top pommel with quality carved
crown knot. Center portion in simple baluster motif. Rubbing portion with
carved detail where it meets center shaft and incised lines around upper
edges. Condition excellent. Lovely age color. Circa 1850. A fine and desirable
1785.00
example of its type. Nolan Collection.
*133. NICELY CARVED WHALEBONE FID. Small size measuring 5 3/4”l. Upper 2” carved in rope twist design that is bordered, top and bottom, by deeply incised rings. Exact piece
illustrated page 120 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. Condition excellent. Nice age color.
435.00
Circa 1850. From my 1978 catalog #11. Nolan Collection.
SOLD
*134. WHALE IVORY BODKIN. Exact piece illustrated on page 226 in Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and
Scrimshanders”. One piece construction with upper half handsomely
turned with varying ring, cove, incised and ball designs. Nice ball pommel at top. Overall length 3 7/8”. Condition fine. Light, even, age color.
225.00
Circa 1850. Roper Collection.
SOLD
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*135. LARGE TOOTH WITH WHALING SCENES. A very heavy and near
solid tooth that measures 7”h. x 3 5/8”w. One side with a scene depicting a
large bowhead whale tossing a whaleboat and three of her crew into the air.
In the background is an iceberg. Reverse with a whaling scene that depicts
men in a whaleboat chasing a large bowhead whale. In the background is
an early style whaleship and icebergs. Condition fine. Wonderful deep age
patina. A most impressive tooth that probably deserved to be worked on by
a bit more skilled artisan. Nolan Collection.
3450.00
SOLD
*136. VERY FINE WHALE IVORY SEAMER WITH INITIALS AND DATE.
Made from a single, solid piece of whale tooth that has been shaped, turned
and decorated with numerous deeply incised lines. One side of the rubbing blade with deeply cut script letters “SWR” that have been filled with red sealing wax. The reverse
side with wax filled date “May/1823”. 4 1/2”l. x 1 1/2”w.
Condition excellent. Great age patina. Top of the line example of
its type especially with the very early date. A rugged and gutsy
seamer that also has an elegant overall appearance. From my
SOLD
1750.00
1983 catalog #17. Nolan Collection.
*137. UNUSUAL SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH ALL BALEEN SHAFT. Top fitted with a nicely carved, walrus
ivory, clenched fist handle. Shaft made by laminating three thick pieces of baleen that are held together

using numerous peened pins. Beautifully smoothed and tapered with upper portion octagonally shaped. Has
two inset ivory diamonds about 5” down from top. Overall length 35”. Large protective metal tip. Condition
SOLD
1495.00
excellent. Circa 1840. Roper Collection.
*138. WHALEBONE SERVING MALLET WITH INITIALS “EHO” engraved
into the top of the handle. 8 1/4” long with end for the rope being 2 1/2”w.
Nicely made with a rounded handle that has a beveled edge design. Edges
and top of handle decorated with deeply incised lines. Condition excellent. Great age color. Circa
895.00
1840. Not an easy whalebone tool to find. Roper Collection.
SOLD
*139. CARVED WOOD SEAMER. Quite certain it is made from teak wood.
Center portion done in deep carved, rope twist motif. Top with classic
crown/monkey fist knot. 4 1/2”l. x 1 1/2”w. Condition very good. Nice deep
age color throughout. Circa 1840. Very nice example. Nolan Collection. 495.00
*140. SCRIMSHAW POINTER with nice spiral twist design carved into the upper two thirds of the whalebone
shaft. Nicely turned whale ivory knob with red wax in 2 incised lines and an ebony disc inset into the very

top. Ebony spacer between the handle and shaft. Overall length 28”. Condition very good. Appears the end
may have had a small protective tip so it’s possible it was a child’s walking stick. Nice age color. Circa 1840.
695.00
From my 1978 catalog #11. Roper Collection.
*141. WHALEBONE FID WITH INITIALS AND ANCHOR. Overall length 11 1/4”. Typical tapered style with a
nicely rounded top. Upper portion of one side has numerous
inset baleen dots that form the outline of an anchor and the
initials “IW”. Condition excellent. Nice age color. Circa 1840.
Scarce to find a fid with any authentic decorations.
SOLD 650.00
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Since this will likely be my last printed and mailed catalog I have decided to
mark down what I have left of old and important scrimshaw books and auction
catalogs. They are great for reference and establishing provenance on hundreds of antique scrimshaw pieces that came to market from the 1960’s-80’s.
But wait there’s more.................................They will be mailed to you postpaid!

*142. EARLY SCRIMSHAW AUCTION CATALOG. “The Scrimshaw Collection of
W.W. Bennett”. Sold by Richard Bourne, Hyannis, MA, August 1966. Over 1000 lots.
Profusely illustrated. Includes large sale announcement which is a mini catalog in
itself. Price key. Handy reference tool as many of the items from this pioneer sale
now resurfacing and can be identified as being part of this great collection. Scarce
catalog. Have 8 copies left. Was $75.00. Now just.............................................. 45.00

*143. VERY IMPORTANT SCRIMSHAW AUCTION CATALOG. “The Jeffrey and Francine
Cohen Scrimshaw and Marine Collection”. July 31, 1989. Richard Bourne Company,
Hyannis, MA. One of the most outstanding scrimshaw collections ever assembled. Great catalog with several color illustrations. A must for any scrimshaw collectors library. Price key.
Have 11 copies left. Was $35.00. Now just........................................................................ 20.00

*144. WHALING AND SCRIMSHAW AUCTION CATALOG. “The Whaling Collection of The Late
Richard J. Wehle”. May 30, 1990. Richard Bourne Company, Hyannis, MA. Important catalog of
this well known and respected whaling and nautical collection. Lots of good scrimshaw and
whaling implements. Price key. Have 15 copies left. Was $25.00. Now just....................... 15.00

*145. “SCRIMSHAW AND SCRIMSHANDERS Whales and Whalemen” by Norm Flayderman.
Regular edition. Second printing, April 1973. Over 40 years since published and still among the
best books on the subject. An absolute must for every scrimshaw collector’s library. Long outof-print. Have 6 copies in near perfect condition. Was $325.00. Now just......................... 195.00

*146. LLOYD COLLECTION NAPOLEONIC PRISONER-OF-WAR CATALOG. Fully illustrated,
soft cover, catalog titled “The Lloyd Collection of Napoleonic Prisoner-of-War Artifacts”.
Published 1986 by John F. Rinaldi, Kennebunkport, Maine. 116 pages. 32 color plates. Over
125 illustrations with captions. The largest and most diverse POW collection ever assembled
by a private individual. Have 17 copies left. Was $20.00. Now just....................................10.00

*147. “JOHN F. KENNEDY SCRIMSHAW COLLECTOR” by Clare Barnes, Jr. First edition. 129
pages. Illustrated in color and b&w. Blue cloth hard covers with color dust jacket. One of the
earlier works dealing with the field of scrimshaw collecting. Uses JFK’s collection for illustrations. Long out-of-print. Down to the last 7 copies each of which are in near mint
condition. Was $60.00. Now just......................................................................................... 45.00
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*148. TINTYPE OF A NAVAL SAILOR. 1/6th plate measuring 2 5/8” x 3 1/4”. Depicts a studio shot of a seated sailor in full uniform with cap and wearing his bosun whistle lanyard
SOLD
around his neck. Condition excellent. Uncased.
95.00
149. BARBARA JOHNSON WHALING COLLECTION....FULL SET OF AUCTION CATALOGS.
Sothebys New York. Four part sale: Part 1 Dec., 1981. Part 2 Sept., 1982. Part 3 April, 1983.
Part 4 Dec., 1983. All in good condition. Price keys. Largest and most diverse whaling and
scrimshaw collection ever assembled by a private individual. Very important reference mateSOLD
rial for any serious scrimshaw or whaling collector. The set
295.00
*150. LARGE TRADE CARD ADVERTISING A YACHT CANNON. Printed on thick, cream colored, stock that
measures 3 1/4” x 5 1/2”. One side with an illustration of a ship’s wheel and firm
information “YACHT EMPORIUM/RANDOLPH V. KING & CO.,
YACHTS AND VESSELS....Yacht Fittings of all Kinds, Yacht
Tenders....43 MILK STREET, BOSTON”. Reverse with a large
illustration of a yacht cannon and heading “Breech Loading
Yacht Gun Admiral”. The side of the carriage with stencil
“Dickerman’s/Patent/Jan. 9’ 83”. Was available in 4 sizes ranging from 17” to 32”.
Bottom edge with firm name and address. Condition near mint. Of great interest to cannon collectors. 195.00
SOLD

*151. A LARGE AND VERY INTERESTING SCRIMSHAW TOOTH that is profusely decorated on all sides. The
front with a dancing female surrounded by a bow and arrows and a heart with the inscription
“Love’s Diadem”. Below her in script is a poem “With hallow’d mien & fancy
feet/You tread the stage, each movement sweet/Thy syren voice much praise
has won/The graces three in you are-one”. At the tip within the shape of a
whale’s tale is the vessel name and date “The Brougham/1847”. The reverse
with a depiction of two Knights engaged in battle while on horseback. Below
them is another poem “The Combat” with the following verse Heavns(sic)
mighty Powr(sic) guides our ball/Their horses prance & run/Soon falls the
haughty son of Gaul/To him, of Albion”. At the top of this side is a depiction
of an angel holding two shields that are inscribed “Anglus” and “Gallus”. Just
below is the slogan “Britons never shall be Slaves”. Edges with Latin sayings
“Veni Vidi Vici” and Sans Dieu vien”. In script along one side is inscription “A
merry xmas & a happy New Year/to N.B=F/Dec 47”. It is interesting to note that
the Whaling Barque “Brougham” had direct ties to the early settling of New Zealand when in
1841 she carried Frederic Carrington while he surveyed the rugged Taranaki coast while searching for a suitable place for a settlement to be named New Plymouth. 7 1/2” h. x 3 1/4” w. Condition excellent. Beautiful
age color throughout.
11,750.00
*152. SUPERB CASED TINTYPE OF AN ARMED SAILOR. 1/9th plate measuring 2” x
2 1/2”. Image is within an ornate, gold embossed, oval frame. Depicts a 3/4 view of a
sailor wearing a white blouse and navy cap. Tucked in his belt is a revolver on one
side and a knife or dirk on the other. Both weapons having gilt highlights. His
cheeks with light pink coloring. Housed in its original UNION CASE that is fully decorated with high relief foliate designs that frame a pole and cap, crossed American
flags and an American shield. Condition near mint. Very nice.
650.00
*153. FINE CONDITION BRITISH SEA SERVICE FLINTLOCK PISTOL fitted with a swivel ramrod and the
original belthook that is deep stamped with a crown. Lock is marked
with a crown over “WR”(William IV) and another stamp of
a crown and arrow. 9” barrel with several marks including three crowns, one of which is over “GR” and an
arrow. Stock with several stamped markings including one denoting ownership
by the Board of Ordnance. Overall length 15 1/2”. All brass furniture including butt tang, trigger guard, ramrod sleeve, side plate and nose cone. Condition is near perfect and was probably
SOLD
never issued or put into duty. Circa 1830. It would be difficult to find a better example.
2950.00
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*155. FINE QUALITY PAIR OF BOOKENDS IN THE FORM OF A SHIP’S CAPSTAN.
Beautifully made having deep fluted and rope twist designs in the upper and lower
areas of the capstan. 6” h. x 5” w. Silver plated that I think was applied over nickel.
Condition excellent noting typical areas where the silver plate is worn through.
Original maroon felt on the bottom of the bases. Circa 1880. Very nice. SOLD
275.00
*156. RARE EARLY BOOK BY MATHEMATICAL INSTRUMENT MAKER GEORGE
ADAMS. Titled “Plates and Index to Lectures on Natural
and Experimental Philosophy, by the late George
Adams...The Second Edition with considerable corrections
by William Jones...”. Vol. V. London: 1799. 43 illustrative
plates and a 14 page catalog of instruments made and sold
by W. and S. Jones. 48 pages of text before the plates
begin. Nicely re-bound in brown leather covering marbleized boards(illustrated
with bookends above). Spine with gilt embossed title and date “1799”. Condition
very good noting that one blank page just before the title page is loose. Also it appears there were blank
SOLD 98.00
pages between the last plate and the catalog that were used for notes then removed.
*157. 19TH CENTURY CAST IRON SPERM WHALE BY NEW BEDFORD MAKER. Nice heavy casting that
measures 22”l. x 5 1/2” w. The reverse cast with relief letters
forming the maker name “D. BAKER NEW BEDFORD”. Condition
excellent having very old black paint that has scratched and
worn areas areas that reveal what is likely its original black finish. David Baker was a nautical instrument maker and purveyor
who flourished circa 1836-1859 at 44 North Water St., New
Bedford. The New Bedford Whaling Museum has two of these Baker sperm whales in their collection.
SOLD 2475.00
Another recently sold in a Maine auction for $3300. Very nice form and a quite scarce item.
*158. SETH THOMAS “YACHT CLOCK” WITH TOP MOUNTED BELL. This model clock
advertised in early Seth Thomas catalogs at a price that was nearly 50% more than the
more commonly found model with the bottom mounted bell. All brass case with bell
having original nickel finish. Hinged bezel. 6” diameter silvered dial with maker name
“SETH THOMAS” in the upper center. Roman numerals, fast/slow adjustment and
blued steel hour, minute and second hands. Rear of the clock with wood disc that
retains the original, large and showy, maker’s trade label. Height 10”. Condition very
good and runs strong but slow so it likely should have a cleaning and adjustment if the
intended use is to be an accurate timepiece. This a very scarce model ship’s clock,
probably because of the extra cost when new.
1450.00
*159. UNUSUAL, CARVED WOOD, SAILOR’S CANE with the handle being in the form of a hand grasping the
shaft. The back of the hand decorated with a tattoo depicting a fouled anchor. The sleeve area carved with knurl and
diamond designs that have blue polychrome highlites. The
shaft with rope twist carving and a coiled serpent below.
Length 35”. Condition quite good noting extra wear around the mid point of the shaft that wore away some of
the blue, candy stripe, decoration. Also the tiny serpent head chipped off. Hand retaining original varnish

finish that has light crackling throughout. Illustrated on page 151 in Klamkin’s “Marine Antiques. Ex collecSOLD
tion Norm Flayderman. Overall a nice, 19th century, piece of sailor folk art.
1785.00
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*160. EXTREMELY LARGE PANBONE PANEL scrimshaw decorated
with a panoramic view of the Thames with numerous large buildings in the background. In the river are several ships and other
sailing vessels. 8” h. x 18” l. The top of the panel with a nice decorative shape. Mounted on a custom made wood plaque that also
acts as a frame so it can be wall hung. Has an engraved brass
plaque attached with inscription “THAMES SHIPPING/CIRCA 1850”.
Condition excellent noting three age cracks in the upper left corner. Bill Boylhart collection.
17,500.00
*161. BRASS DARTING GUN WITH HARPOON AND ORIGINAL POLE. Unmarked but most assuredly made in
New Bedford by E. Pierce. Overall length of gun 17 3/4”. Still has iron trigger rod. Original octagonal/round
pole measures 60” l. and still retains
most all its ropework and leather
straps. 36” long harpoon with head
having a “PETERS” stamp that is only
half visible because of how it was
stamped when made. Overall length with harpoon in place 99”. Condition very good throughout but “in the
black” being just as it was when stored after being taken out of service. Great salty look and especially nice
with the pole and ropework.
5500.00
*162. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH with the front decorated with a port view of a brig that flys the
Union Jack. The reverse with a simple flowering plant within a lattice style basket. Red highlites on the flag and flowers. 5 3/4” tall x 2 1/4” wide. Condition excellent. Desirable age color
over entire surface. A quite appealing tooth. Circa 1830-40.
3985.00
*163. PRESENTATION GOLD MOVADO WATCH WITH VICTORY PIN. Given
at the Sausalito, CA launching of the U.S.S. Soubarissen to the vessel’s
sponsor Mrs. Andrew F. Carter. The rear of the watch case inscribed “”U.S.S.
SOUBARISSEN/LAUNCHED BY MARINSHIP/AUGUST 12,
1944/SPONSOR/CHELLIS B. CARTER”. The inside of the case marked
“U.S.A./Movado/14k/Gold/73548”. Works marked “Movado Factories/17
Seventeen Jewels/Unadjusted Swiss Made”. Silvered dial with maker name “MOVADO”. The
watch is attached by gold chain to a handsome pin depicting an American Eagle that
grasps an anchor while spreading his wings upward creating a large V. Rear marked “14k”.
Watch size approximately 3/4”. Overall height of pin and watch 3”. Condition of everything
excellent. Very high quality and great looking.
990.00
*164. RARE TEMPLE STYLE HARPOON BY NEW BEDFORD MAKER. Overall length 34”. Head with deep
stamped letters “JD”. Open cone that is forged integral to the shaft. Condition very good. James Durfee Jr.
was born in New Bedford in 1803 and
the 1836 city directory lists him as a
blacksmith and machinist. He was in
business on Water St. from 1849-52
but no date is given for his retirement or death. The Temple harpoon was invented in 1848 by a black
American named Lewis Temple who operated a blacksmith shop in New Bedford until his death in 1854. A
SOLD
scarce and desirable, 19th century, whaling iron.
1950.00
*165. EARLY DATED SCRIMSHAW CANE. Simply tapered whalebone shaft with one bone and two baleen
spacers where the bone handle portion joins the shaft. Handle engraved in pin-prick style with a large

frigate, a bird on a pole, a masonic symbol, a tree, the date “1821” and the initials “W D C”. Fitted with a
pewter pommel cap and a brass protective tip at the bottom. Condition very good. Unusual to find any whalebone cane with authentic scrimshaw engraving. Especially interesting with the early date. SOLD
675.00
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*166. RELIC BOOKENDS MADE OF WOOD FROM THE CONSTITUTION. All oak
construction with thick bases that are mounted with a nicely turned naval cannon. Mounted on the front bevel of one is a cast bronze plaque with relief lettering “THIS MATERIAL WAS TAKEN FROM/THE ORIGINAL HULL OF THE/U.S.
FRIGATE CONSTITUTION/KEEL LAID 1797 REBUILDING 1927”. Each bookend 6
1/2” l. x 3 3/4” w. x 7” h. Condition superb throughout. This is a scarce relic from
the 1927 rebuild and a type that I’ve only had once before.
785.00
SOLD
*167. DARK OAK BOX MADE FROM TIMBER AND METAL SALVAGED DURING
THE 1927 REBUILD OF “OLD IRONSIDES”. 7 1/4”l. x 4”w. x 2 1/2”h. Removable
lid with beveled edges and a large bronze disc
with a depiction of the Constitution under sail
and the inscription “OLD IRONSIDES/Launched 1797/1804 Tripoli/1812
Guerriere Java/1815 Cyanne Levant/U. S. Frigate Constitution”. The front
of the box fitted with a bronze tablet with raised letter inscription “THIS
MATERIAL WAS TAKEN FROM/THE ORIGINAL HULL OF THE/U. S.
FRIGATE CONSTITUTION/KEEL LAID 1794 REBUILDING 1927”. All four
corners of the lid and box fitted with pieces of copper. Condition excellent
SOLD
and original throughout.
750.00
*168. 19TH CENTURY WHALEBONE CLUB. Nicely turned from a single piece of bone that measures 10 1/4”
long. Acorn shaped pommel that has a deep lanyard groove
below it. Handgrip portion comfortable shaped and smoothed.
Condition excellent. Exact piece illustrated on page 131 in
Flayderman’s “Scrimshaw and Scrimshanders”. SOLD 895.00
*169. HANDSOMELY CARVED TEAK PANEL TAKEN FROM AN OLD SHIP. All carved
in deep relief from a thick piece of teakwood. Depicts crossed flags with tassels,
naval cutlasses, cannon barrel and three balls and a drum. All in its original natural
finish that has acquired a desirable age patina throughout. 13” x 13”. Condition
about perfect. Has a small beveled brass plaque with inscription “Panel Carving/
From/Old Battleship/Benbow”. Very attractive item that displays beautifully when
hanging on a wall.
1950.00
*170. BRASS TELESCOPE BY BOSTON MAKER. Signed on the first draw tube
“Andrew J. Lloyd Company/Boston/Power 35x”. Length closed 12” extending to 39” when the four draw tubes
are fully extended. Barrel diameter 2 3/4”. Fitted with a
sliding sun tube. Lens cap for objective end and pivoting cover for eyepiece. Condition very good but the thin
leather cover that wrapped the upper portion of the
brass barrel now gone. Easy replacement but actually looks fine with just the brass showing. Optics produce
clear, erect, images. In its own advertising the Lloyd firm claims it was established in 1870 but it seems the
name change to “Andrew J. Lloyd Company” took place in 1903. The firm was very successful having multiple locations in Boston as well as in surrounding towns like Salem.
395.00
*171. RARE SCRIMSHAW CANE MADE FROM WHALE IVORY. Consists of twelve whale ivory sections that
have baleen spacers where each portion joins together. Mushroom shaped knob with octagonal shaping

below. Next three sections carved in large diamond, knurl and rope designs. Remaining eight sections are
plain tapered. Condition all complete but the ivory has several age cracks mostly in areas where the sections
meet. This happened because of the method of construction that required each whale ivory section to be
bored out so it could attach like a sleeve to a steel inner rod that runs the full length of the shaft. Circa
SOLD 1650.00
1840. All whale ivory sticks are quite rare.
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*172. BRONZE, TYPE C, LYLE CANNON WITH LIFE SAVING
SERVICE MARKINGS. A very nicely marked example with
its original oak and iron carriage/sled. The muzzle stamped
“1883”(year made), “WPF”(West Point Foundry), “No
250”(casting number), “Relined 1937”, “WvA”(Watervilet
Arsenal, did re-lining work), “RB”(Inspector’s initials, Roger
Birnie). The left trunion marked “USLSS”. Top of the barrel
stamped “DRILL GUN/MAX. Charge. 4OZ”. Also has a beveled bronze display plaque on the carriage that’s
engraved “LYLE GUN/USED BY/U.S. COAST GUARD”. Fitted with original, old style, friction primer, firing device. Heavy oak block with
steps for adjusting barrel height. Condition overall excellent. A nice
early example that clearly has a long history of use right through post WWII when these C
12,500.00
guns were decommissioned and removed from use.
*173. DELICATE SCRIMSHAW CANE with half of the slender whalebone shaft rope carved with worming
detail. 3” tall walrus ivory handle with a carved crown knot at the top. Top of the shaft and the lower portion
of the handle decorated with simple dot designs. 36” long. Condition overall very good noting some of the
dot insets gone and a small but sound age crack in the lower portion of the handle. May have had a small
spacer between the shaft and handle. Circa 1840.
850.00
*174. INTERESTING SCRIMSHAW TOOL in the form of a type of spokeshave. Made from a single piece of
whalebone with its center inset with a 5” long piece of concave
shaped grinding stone. 14 3/4” l. x 1 1/2” w. Have not seen anything quite like it before but certainly it could have been used to
shape whalebone cane shafts.. Condition very good having just a few scattered old chips that do not detract
SOLD 585.00
from it at all. Excellent age color throughout. Circa 1840-50.
*175. LARGE CANE with a nicely carved and inlaid whalebone shaft. Upper portion of the 1” diameter shaft
with two sections of deep flute carving that have a section of check carving in between. This portion of the

shaft also with 20 tortoise shell inlays in the form of hearts, diamonds and arches. Lower portion in rope
spiral motif with added worming detail. Whale ivory knob with mushroom top that has three fluted rings
below. Length 37 1/2”. Condition very good noting that just one small diamond inlay is missing. Very deep
SOLD 3175.00
age color throughout. Early example. Illustrated pg. 133 in Flayderman. Circa 1830-40.
*176. ATTRACTIVE SHELLWORK PICTURE in a decorative brass frame. 5”w. x 7”h. A very
pretty floral arrangement made using hundreds of tiny and colorful seashells that are
mounted on a black fabric backing. Condition excellent noting slight fading to background
and a dark patina on the brass frame. Circa 1880. Very nicely made and quite pleasing to
the eye.
285.00
*177. ALL WHALE IVORY PIE CRIMPER with a 1 5/8” diameter serrated wheel. One piece
handle nicely shaped into a pistol grip form. Overall
length 6 1/2”. Condition excellent noting that the
delicate wheel arms had cracked but are now professionally mended and sound. Beautiful age color throughout. Circa
1840-50. Nice example of its type.
495.00
*178. SILVER PLATED BOSUN WHISTLE decorated with fouled
anchors on each side of the bowl. The flat throat piece with embossed
scroll and leaf designs on both sides. Lanyard ring. Condition excellent.
Overall length 3 3/4”. Handsome little item.
195.00
SOLD
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*179. HIGH GRADE CARVED AND INLAID SCRIMSHAW CANE. 3 1/2” tall whale ivory handle with a carved
crown knot at the top. Upper half of the whalebone shaft very finely caved in three sections depicting flute

and reed designs and multi strand rope twist design. Separating the sections are large whale ivory rings that
are decorated with 18 diamond shaped inlays. There are also two whalebone rings, one of which has a carved
knurl design while the other has 8 alternating rectangular and diamond shaped tortoise inlays. Overall
length 36 1/2”. Condition overall excellent noting typical but sound age cracks in the whale ivory sections.
SOLD 6450.00
Nice dark age color throughout. Circa 1840. An excellent scrimshaw stick.
*180. PRESENTATION BAROMETER ON A SUPERBLY CARVED OAK STAND. Circa 1899-1900. All brass case
with 5”diameter, white porcelain, face that is marked by important maker “MARINE ANEROID
BAROMETER/MADE BY/DOLLOND/LONDON/No 588”. Dial also specially
marked with presenter’s info “THE SHIPWRECKED FISHERMAN &
MARINERS/ROYAL BENEVOLENT SOCIETY/26 Suffolk Street/Pall Mall East,
S.W.”. The inscription surrounds the society’s house flag. Overall diameter 6
1/4”. Barometer rests in a custom carved oak stand that has two stylized dolphins holding the barometer with their tails. The base is multi tiered with
nicely routed edges and a carved rope border that has leaf decorations on the
corners. 16”l. x 11 1/2”h. x 4 1/4” deep. Condition superb throughout. Included
is a copy of the society’s quarterly publication dated June 30, 1900. It notes
under “Recent Proceedings of the Society” that “as a reward for long and energetic service as Hon. Agent at
Waterford, Mr. Edward Jacob has been presented by the committee with an aneroid barometer mounted on a
stand of carved oak”. A most handsome nautical item.
1985.00
*181. WHALEBONE FID. Single piece of tapered whalebone that
has a nicely rounded pommel and a lanyard hole bored through
the upper portion. Overall length 9 1/4”. Fine condition. Nice age
435.00
color throughout. Circa 1850.
*182. BOLDLY CARVED WOOD SEA CAPTAIN’S WALKING STICK. Carved its entire length with spiraling
ropework designs that have rope twist worming detail added. Shaft also with three large turk’s head knots.

Knob done in classic crown knot motif. Brass lined lanyard hole just below the handle. Condition very original but the center of the shaft has a mended crack that is only noticeable under close scrutiny. 36” l. Circa
SOLD
1850-60.
875.00
183. CASED SPYGLASS AWARDED TO FIRST MATE OF A BALTIMORE SHIP. Two-draw telescope with
engraved inscription on draw tube “Presented by the British
Government/to/Mr. Thomas M. Stoker/first mate of the
American Ship “Ann E. Hooper”/of Baltimore in acknowledgment of his gallant/conduct in assisting to save the lives of
the/Master and survivors of the Crew of the Barque/”Ouzel
Galley” of Dublin on the 4th April 1859”. Also has maker’s
name “Troughton & Simms/London”. German silver fittings and
leather cover on tapered barrel. Length closed 26 1/2” extending
to 37 “. Sliding cover for eyepiece and cap for objective lens. Original, dovetailed, mahogany storage case with large inset GS plaque engraved “Mr.
Thomas M. Stocker”. Condition of everything fine noting professional restoration of the leather covering on barrel. Have copy of article published in May 7,
1859 “Baltimore Sun” that fully describes the incident and specifically mentions Stoker.
5900.00
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*184. RUGGED SCRIMSHAW CANE WITH UPPER TWO-THIRDS MADE FROM WHALE IVORY. Large, 4” tall,
carved handle made from a single piece of whale ivory that has a lanyard hole that is lined with baleen.
Below the knob are seven whale ivory sections that are joined by light and dark colored baleen washers.

Upper section is check carved and the others in rope twist motif with added worming detail. Lower 9” section is tapered whalebone. Overall length 35 1/2”. Condition good and complete but whale ivory with typical
sound age cracking that seems to occur because of the way these type canes are assembled by using a steel
rod as the core of the shaft. My guess is that as the steel accumulated rust it expanded slightly and caused
SOLD
the cracking. Nice early example with great age color. Circa 1830-40.
2985.00
*185. BEAUTIFULLY ENGRAVED CAPSTAN COVER AND ORIGINAL PHOTOS FROM REVENUE CUTTER
“U.S.S. LEVI WOODBURY”. 17” diameter bronze cover boldly engraved with large
fancy letters “U.S.S./LEVI WOODBURY/1863”. Below that are
double stars and an elaborate scroll design. Above engraved
with maker name “American Ship Windlass Co./Providence RI”.
Also marked with several patent dates. Also included is period
photo showing port view of vessel with original caption below
“U.S. Revenue Steamer Levi Woodbury”. Also has photographer
name “Black Photo”. Size 12” x 16”. Overall size framed 22” x
26”. Also have a period photo showing the crew posing on the deck of the Woodbury. In
the background the top of the capstan is visible showing the distinct rounded shape of this cover. On reverse is photographers backmark “L.V. NEWELL
& CO....No 1 High Street, Portsmouth, N.H.”. Photo size 8” x 9 1/2”. Overall size framed
13” x 15”. Condition of everything excellent. Originally built 1863 at Philadelphia as
Revenue Cutter “Mahoning” vessel was renamed Levi Woodbury in June 1873. Vessel
went on to be longest surviving, screw-propelled, ship on active duty that was built during the Civil War. She patrolled the Maine coast during the late 19th/early 20th centuries with her last cruise being along that coast in May, 1915. A terrific grouping of items from this well
SOLD 3950.00
known United States Revenue Cutter.
*186. MATCHED SET OF FOUR SCRIMSHAW CLOTHESPINS. Each nicely fashioned from a single piece of whalebone. Tapered tops decorated with two
incised lines. Quite large size measuring 7” long. Condition excellent. Circa
1840-50. The set
SOLD 495.00
*187. FINELY CARVED SCRIMSHAW CANE. Whalebone shaft with upper portion in octagonal shape with two decorative double rings. Below that is tight,
knurl carved, section and classic rope twist motif. The whale ivory handle has the top carved in crown knot
with the octagonal section below covered in alternating pieces of abalone and mother of pearl shell.

Protruding horn or baleen spacer where shaft and handle join together. 36” long. Condition excellent. Nice
SOLD
age color. Circa 1850. Very good looking stick.
4975.00
*188. RELIC FROM ILL FATED “DUNBAR”....KNOWN AS THE AUSTRALIAN TITANIC.
Heavy bronze cup with beautifully engraved inscription “Made from the Bolts of the ill fated
Ship/DUNBAR, J. GREEN COMMANDER/ Wrecked on the South Head of Port Jackson/during the Stormy Night of August 20th 1857/when all on Board perished except one
Seaman/Sydney, N.S. Wales”. 4 1/2” tall x 2 3/4” diameter. Condition very good noting that
the mouth of the cup slightly misshapen. Bronze with nice mustard patina throughout. The
19th century ship Dunbar catered to wealthy travelers going from Britain to Sydney. 121 of
122 aboard lost their lives as a result of her disaster in 1857.
585.00
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*189. LARGE SCRIMSHAW TOOTH decorated on one side with a quality portrait of a well
dressed female seated on a small sofa. Her hair is in ringlets and her elaborate dress adorned
with floral decorations. Entire base of the tooth with triangular shaped, cross hatch motif.
7” l. x 3” w. Condition excellent. Very nice age color. Circa 1850.
2195.00
SOLD
*190. NICELY CARVED AND INLAID SCRIMSHAW CANE. The upper 12 1/2” all made from
sections of whale ivory that have been rope twist carved and inset with 20 pieces of abalone
and mother of pearl shells. The top of the mushroom shaped knob inset with a handsome

abalone shell star. Lower portion of the shaft made from whalebone that is rope carved and tapered. Two silver bands border the carved section. 35 1/2” long. Condition excellent. Circa 1850. Roper collection. 1950.00
SOLD

*191. WONDERFUL 19TH CENTURY CARVED FIGUREHEAD DEPICTING A
YOUNG MIDSHIPMAN. Very nicely carved in a very displayable size measuring 36”
tall. He is wearing his deep blue, 3/4 length, jacket, white pants and a collared
white shirt with a blue kerchief and gilt pin. His right arm and hand are at his
side and tucked up under his left arm is a book that was likely a navigational log
which midshipmen were expected to keep. He is standing on a portion of scroll
and leaf carving where the figure attached to the vessel. Condition overall excellent retaining a nice mix of original and old repaint. Just a delightful portrayal of
a handsome young sailor. Unusual and quite desirable subject matter in figurehead carving.
27,500.00
*192. PRESENTATION TELESCOPE GIVEN TO THE CAPTAIN OF A BATH, MAINE SHIP. Cased two-draw
scope with lengthy inscription on draw tube “Presented by
the British Government/to/Captain T.G. Mitchell, Master of
the/American Ship
“G.F. Patten in testimony/of his
humane conduct to the Master/and Crew/of the “Mary Bannatyne”/of
Shields whom he rescued from their Waterlogged Vessel on the 11th
March 1860”. Also signed by maker “Troughton & Simms/London”. Length closed 26 1/2” extending to 36
1/2”. All german silver fittings with leather cover on tapered barrel. Sliding cover for eyepiece and cap for
objective lens. Original dovetailed mahogany storage box with large, inset, GS
plaque engraved “Captn T. G. Mitchell”. Condition of everything very good noting the stitching in leather covering failing leaving seam somewhat open in
center area of barrel. The incident and the award of this exact scope is mentioned on page 44 in book “The Pattens of Bath, A Seagoing Dynasty”. This was the second time Mitchell
was involved in a rescue...in 1855 he received a gold medal for saving the crew of the Neapolitan schooner
SOLD
“La Lucie”.
6500.00
*193. HANDSOME POLYCHROME TOOTH BY THE NAVAL ENGAGEMENT
ENGRAVER. One side depicting a fierce naval
battle between English and French vessels. The
reverse with three whaleships one of which has
two longboats out capturing a Sperm Whale.
6 1/4”l. x 2 1/4”w. Condition excellent. Lovely age patina. Typical high quality
workmanship by this very skilled artisan. Circa 1850. 6750.00 SOLD
*194. RELIC OF BATTLESHIP MAINE. Beautifully made item in form of obelisk shaped
monument. Very heavy, solid bronze, construction with each of the four sides inscribed as follows: “Relic of the Maine”; “Destroyed Feb. 15 1898”; “In Sacred/Remembrance/to/the dead/of
the Maine”; “266 killed”. Overall height 4 1/2”. Base 2 1/2” x 2 1/2”. Condition excellent. Has
acquired a desirable, mustard colored, patina. Unique, one-of-a-kind, item.
585.00
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*195. SCRIMSHAW TOOTH WITH VESSELS ON BOTH SIDES. Front with a large
port view of a bark that flies an American flag. The reverse depicting a port view of
a bark that is flying an English or Australian flag. 6” h. x 2 3/4” w. Nice quality
work. Condition very good. Mellow age color throughout. Circa 1850. SOLD 4750.00
*196. GIVEN BY THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT TO CHIEF MATE OF AN AMERICAN
SHIP. Handsome, beautiful quality,
single draw spyglass in its original
storage box. All nickel silver fittings with a leather cover on the
tapered barrel. Length closed 26 1/2” extending to 33”.
Sliding cover for eyepiece and cap for objective lens. Draw tube beautifully engraved “Presented by the
British Government/to/Mr. Joseph Qualey, Chief Mate of the/American Ship “William Frothingham”/in
acknowledgment of his services on the occasion/of the rescue of the survivors of the Crew of the/Steamer “Spartan” in February 1862”. Also signed
by famous makers “Troughton & Simms/ London”. Have copy of New
Zealand newspaper article from May 1862 that describes the event in full
detail. The Captain, his wife, child and servant girl as well as the
chief officer and two seamen were drowned. The rest of the crew
took to the boats until picked up by the William Frothinham.
Stored in original mahogany, dovetailed, box with large inset,
nickel silver, plaque that is engraved in fancy script “Mr. Joseph
Qualey”. Condition of everything very nice noting a very shallow dent to barrel and leather stitching thread
deteriorated causing seam to open up in center 2/3 area of barrel. This exact scope illustrated and discussed
5900.00
pages 124 & 125 in Klamkin’s “Marine Antiques”.
*197. BOLDLY CARVED SCRIMSHAW WALKING STICK. Thick whalebone shaft carved in sections depicting
fluting, knurl and rope twist designs. Center band with 8 triangular, tortoise shell, inlays. Large whale ivory

knob with top in crown knot motif. 36” long. Condition excellent. Desirable age color throughout. A handSOLD 4975.00
some and impressive scrimshaw cane. Circa 1840-50.
*198. SCRIMSHAW TRI SQUARE WITH A WHALEBONE HANDLE that has a
thick brass liner on the inner edge. Unmarked, flat steel, blade that measures
8” total length. Handle length 6”. In well used but excellent condition. Great
age patina. Circa 1850-60.
595.00
*199. LARGE WHALEBONE SEAMER. Very rugged and gutsy example with
both the handle and pommel top facet carved, 5 1/4” long. 2 1/8” wide blade
with an old but faded handwritten label still affixed to one side(easily removed).
Conditon overall good but has a few old working scars/chips scattered on pommel. Excellent age color over entire surface. Circa 1840.
645.00
*200. SHIP’S DOUBLE BLADE BEVEL SQUARE with a whalebone
handle and folding copper blades. Works like a folding pocket
knife. Used when more than one angle or bevel is required at the
same time. Overall length 12”. Condition very good. Circa 1860. A
scarce scrimshaw tool.
575.00
*201. NICELY MADE WHALEBONE FID with the upper portion beautifully turned into an inverted tulip motif
with a ring sheave above and a mushroom pommel at the top.
Rugged specimen made from a single piece of 1 1/2” diameter
whalebone. Overall length 11”. Condition excellent. Circa
1850. Rare to find these working tools made this fancy. 975.00
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